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1.1. General 
EFFECT OF SMALL INITIAL IRREGULARITIES ON 
THE STRESSES IN CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the conventional small-deflection analysis of a thin 
circular cylinder under the action of uniform normal pressure, 
the internal stress developed in the tube is a constant circwn-
ferential force with no bending moment in either longitudinal or 
circumferential direction at any point. However, as is well knowJ 
(I, 2), if the uniform external pressure exceeds a certain limit 
known as the critical value, the cylinder will no longer maintain 
its circular shape. Buckling then occurs. In the problem which 
is under investigation in this manuscript it is assumed that 
the external pressure, p, is always less than this critical value, 
Per., although the, ratio p/pcr • is not necessarily small compared 
wi th uni ty. 
If the cross section of a cylinder deviates from the cir-
cular shape due to defects of manufacture, imperfect fabrication, 
1. Numbers in parentheses, unless otherwise identified, refer to 
the Bibliography at the end of this report. 
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improper handling, or the action of external forces or shock, the 
strength of the tube is considerably reduced because bending 
moment is introduced. The most common imperfections in tubes are 
an initial ellipticity and local dents. Since the failure of 
cylinders under uniform external pressure depends very much upon 
the various kinds of imperfections in them, it seems quite impor-
tant to investigate the effect of such imperfections on the 
strength of tubes. 
When the initial irregularity is uniform along the length 
of the tube, the problem becomes a two-dimensional one and a method 
of analysis for a circular ring with initial irregularities can be 
applied to a tube by substituting the flexural rigidity of a 
shell, D = Eh3 /12 (I - 11 2), for the EI of a ring. 
Theoretical investigations on the subject of a circular 
ring with initial irregularities have been made by M. Marbec (3), 
s. Tlmoshenko (4), M. A. Thuloup (5) and G. Salet (6). M. Marbec 
originated an elegant method for solving this problem, using 
small-deflection theory. However, when the uniform external pres-
sure is not small compared with its critical value, the derlecti~ 
of the ring axis resulting from deformations due to external loads 
are of great significance in the final result. This significanoe 
arises from the fact that in an irregular ring the axial stress 
contributes to the bending moment. This contribution is ignored 
in small-deflection theory. 
A theory of thin shells has been well established for many 
years. A. E. H. Love (7) contributed an especially important part 
of the literature by making a mathematical study of the subject 
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and presenting it in a comprehensive manner. This theory has been 
subjected to many reviews, one of the most recent of which is that 
due to W. R. Osgood and J. A. Joseph (8). The expressions for 
change of curvature and the equations of equilibrium given in this 
paper difrer slightly from those derived by Love. However, under 
the assumption of inextensibility of the middle surface of the 
shell, and neglecting terms of a non-linear nature, the results 
derived by Love and by Osgood and Joseph are identical. Among 
other investigators who have contributed to the theory of thin 
shells, H. Neuber {9}, J. Barthelemy (10), A. L. Goldenweiser (11), 
V. Z. Vlasov (12)i H~ L~ Langhaar (13) and P. S~ Epstein (14) may 
be mentioned o 
Although the theoretical background of the three-dimensional 
case has been developed, the application of the theory to the 
problem of a cylindrical shell with initial imperfections has 
scarcely been touched. This may be due to the complicated nature 
of the mathematical expressions for the relations between strains, 
changes of curvature and displacements, and equations of equili-
brium. So far as the writers know, only one paper, concerning a 
shell of variable radius, written by E. F. Burmistrov (15), bears 
directly on the point in question. It is of the utmost practical 
importance, therefore, to develop a method of analysis, even if 
it is a very approximate one, to investigate the effect oflnitial 
irregularities on the strength of cylindrical shells. 
The present investigation is ~~dertaken with two objectiv~; 
firstly, to develop a method of analysis, based on large-deflection 
theory, for a circular ring with initial out-or-roundness and, 
seoondly, to solve a practical three-dimensional problem for a 
thin cylindrical shell with small initial irregularities. 
The first method of analysis presented in this report 
for a circular ring with initial irregularities, in which both 
large deflection and extension of the central line of the ring 
axis are taken into consideration, is a numerical approach which 
is a combination of two well-known procedures. A method of suc-
cessive approximations in conjunction with the numerical procedure 
of integration, due to N. M. Newmark (16) is used. This method, 
which is applicable whether or not the initial imperfection is 
small and under any loading condition, has great generality. Due 
to the fact that the procedure involves a considerable amount of 
numerical computation, a simplified method for predicting the 
maximum bending moment developed in a ring subjected to uniform 
pressure is developed. The simplified method is approximate, but 
it is direct. The results obtained by these two methods check 
extremely welle 
A problem of a cylindrical shell with a dent varying in 
magnitude along the longitudinal axis of the cylinder is also solved 
in this dissertation for a uniform-pressure load. By assuming 
that the initial irregularity is small and that its square can be 
neglected, all fundamental quantities, such as curvatures, strain 
and stress components, which~ in general, have very complicated 
mathematical expressions, are expressed as comparatively simple 
forms. Three governing displacement equations of equilibrium 
for the case of a circular cylindrical shell under uniform pres-
sure are obtained. They COLtain correction terms due to the 
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assumed initial irregularities. These equations are then solved 
and the predictions of the analysis investigated from an engineer-
ing point of view. 
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20 CIRCULAR RING WITH SMALL INITIAL IRREGULARITIES 
2.1. Recapitulation of Small-Deflection Theory 
2.1.1. Method of Analysis 
In this theory several assumptions are made: 
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(l)~ The cross-sectional dimensions of the ring are assumed 
to be small in comparison with the unstrained radius of curvature. 
The stress distribution is, on any cross section then, nearly a 
linear one. 
{2}. The central line of the ring is regarded as inextensible. 
Any extension of the central line which might be produced by the 
given forces would be extremely small compared with the flexure 
actually produced. 
(3). The uniform external pressure must be much less than 
the critical value and, therefore, the effect of the axial com-
pressive force on the bending can be neglected. 
(4). The deformations and displacements due to the action of 
external loads are very small compared with the dimensions~ the 
ring concerned. Then the same dimensions can be used in the un-
strained as in the strained state of the ring and the total 
deflections resulting from such deformations will usually be too 
small to modify the shape of the ring materially. 
(5). The residual or initial stress due to the source of the 
imperfection is entirely disregarded. 
Marbec's method, introduced in 1908, is the simplest and 
the most convenient one for the solution of the problem under 
investigation. It has also been derived, by R. Mayer (17) and 
H. Neuber (18), using the method of arch analysis. It leads to 
the conclusion that in the case of a ring of any shape and of 
variable thickness, under the action of uniform pressure, the 
internal resisting forces and the internal bending moment acting 
at any point (x, y) on the ring are given by the expression2 
(Fig. 2.1.1.1): 
and 
where 
H = -p(y - b}, V = p(x - a) 
M:-c p(rc 2 - ecZ )/2 
~;=(x - a}2 + (y _ b)2 
2.1.1.1 
2.1.1.2 
The symbols a and b represent the coordinates of the cen-
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ter of a "node" circle of radius rc , and fc is the distance from 
the point x, y to the point 8, b. All coordinates are measured 
with respect to principal axes X, Y with origin at the centroid. 
It can be seen that the bending moment at any point on 
the ring lying outside the node circle is positive; for point& 
inside the node circle, bending moment is negative. The bending 
moment at any point on the node circle, i.e. ~c == rc ,is 
equal to zero; so that the node circle represents the funicular 
curve of the ring. The resultant of H and V is equal to p X ~c 
and acts in a direction perpendicular to ec 
The three unknown quantities 8, band rc can be easily 
determined if the node circle is located. The coordinates of 
the center of the node circle with reference to the principal axes 
of a given shape of ring are: 
a == [J (x2 + y2) xds/EI] /2 [J x2dS/EI] 
b ~ [S (x2 + y2) yds/EI] /2 [J y2ds / EI ] 
2.1.1.3 
y 
II 
~--------~------------~ X 
( & ) 
y 
SIGB COHVJI~IOBSt 
POSI~IVI AS IBDICATID 
G ~----~-------+-+------~ 
PRINCIPAL AXES 
( b ) 
rIG. 2.1.1.1 MABBEC I S METHOD 
8 
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The radius of the node circle is given by: 
2.1.1.4 
All integrals are to be taken over the entire circumference of the 
ring. 
It is evident that if the shape of a rin~ ii &ymmetrical 
with respect to the x or y 8xi&, a or b, respectively, will be 
equal to zero and, if the ring has two axes of symmetry, the oen-
ter of the node circle C will coincide with the centroid G of the 
ring. 
When the shape of a ring is known, the centroid of the 
given shape and its principal axes with reference to any arbitrary 
axes X' and Y' can be determined by the well-known expressions: 
xG = [JXidS/EIj/[jds/EI] 
YG' = [J Y I ds lEI] / [J ds IE I] 
and tan2o/ == [2SX'Y'dsjEI]/{[J(x' )tdsjEIJ- [S(yl )1.ds/E1J] 
where 1)1 = angle between X and X I axes. 
2.1.1.5 
From the known coordinates (x, y) of any point on the ring 
with reference to its principal axes X and Y, the three quantities 
a, b, and rc in Eq·uations (2 0 1.1.3) and (2.1.1.4) can be evaluated 
by perferming the integrations either analytically or numerically. 
Because of the complicated given shape of a ring, difficulty may 
be encountered in performing the integration of these quantitie& 
analytically. For this reason the numerical integration procedure 
due to N. M. Newmark (16), which yields quite accurate results 
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with a reasonable amount of work, is to be preferred in the major-
ity of cases. 
If the initial irregularity is very small, a further sim-
plification can be made. 
M = p [{r c + fc. )/2] (rc. rc.) 
Since the ini tial irregularity is very small, r c and ~c. differ 
from R 0 only by a very small amount and, therefore, it can be 
assumed that (rc + fc )/2 is approximately equal to R 0 Then, 
M ~ pR 0 (r c. - ec.) 2.1.1.6 
Since the axial force in a perfect circular thin ring is pRo, 
Equation (2.1.1.6) indicates that for small initial irregularities 
the bending moment at any point is equal to this force multiplied 
by the irregularity at that point measured with respect to the 
node cirole. The bending moment, then, bears a linear relation-
ahip to the irregularity measured with reference to the node cir-
cle. The area between the node circle and the ring axis represents 
the bending moment diagram for the ring. From a geometriC point 
of view the area bounded by the ring axis and the funicular curve 
~hich is a circle) balance each othero 
2.1.2. Illustrative Problems 
To illustrate the application of the Marbec method to a c~­
cular ring with initial irregularities under the action of a uni-
torm external pressure, two numerical problems are worked out. The 
first is the case of an elliptical ring while the second concerns 
a circular ring having two symmetrical local dents. 
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(l). Elliptical ~ 
The equation of an elliptical ring is expressed by: 
+ 2.1.2.1 
Since the ellipse has two axes of symmetry, the center of the 
node circle and the centroid of the ellipse coincide (Fig. 2.1.2.1). 
Both a and b are zero and Equation (2.1.1.4) becomes 
2.1.2.2 
In order to simplify the numerical integration, Equation 
(2.l.2.l) is transformed from Cartesian into polar coordinates. 
and 
in which 
and 
02. ( ) 2/ (2 2 2 ) \ = 1 • OlR 0 k cos 'f + sin ff 
r c 
2 
-= [f BeL d ~ /EI] / [f Bd Cf /E I ] 
k - 1.01/.99 
B = [ e2.+ (cl~/d.({))2J 1/2, 
2 .1.2.3 
2.1.2.4 
Because of the double symmetry only one quarter of the 
ring need be considered. To illustrate the numerical method six 
equal angular divisions are taken in the quarter ring. It is of 
advantage to take all the divisions equal when possible, however, 
this is not necessary. The numerical values of p and r c com-
puted from Equation (2.1.2.3) and (2.1.2.4) respectively are 
given in Table (2.1.2.1). The maximum axial force, bending moment 
and the fiber stresses due to this maxium axial force and bend-
ing moment are given in Table{~.1.2.4). 
(2.). Circular Ring with Two Symmetrical Local Dents 
A circular ring with two symmetrical local dents is shown 
in Fig. (2.1.2.2). The dented portion for -'Po::; ¥J ~ <Po and 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
! 
\ 
\ 
~----------~-+----~ x 
O.99Ro 
~'\'-~- --/// 
~ 2 (x/O.99B.o) + 
y 
x 
2-(y!l.OlRo) =-1 
12 
6.(J 
B/EI 
Cone. 
" 
~Bd'f/EI 
13 f2/EI 
Cone. 
11 
l :se';Ldf/EI 
Point <f P /Ro e2./R~ B/R Q :BeL/~ 
° 0 0 0.990000 0.980100 0.990000 0.970299 
1 15° 0.991)03 0.982681 0.991351 0.974182 
2 30° 0.994888 0.989803 0.995035 0.984888 
:3 45° 0.999850 0.999699 1.000050 0.999749 
4 60° 1.004887 1.009797 1.005040 1.014887 
5 75" 1.008622 1.017319 1.008674 1.026143 
6 90° 1.010000 1.020100 1.010000 1.030301 
6 5 4 ~ 2 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 rr /12 
1.010000 1.008674 1.005040 1.000050 0.985035 0.991351 0.990000 Ro/E! 
6.05867 12.10178 12.05913 12.00057 11.94175 11.89854 5.94135 R" Af/12EI 
0.132180 0.264020 0.263089 0.261812 0.260529 0.259586 ·0.129620 Ro/EI 
0 1.570836 Ra/EI 
1.030301 1.026143 1.014887 0.999749 0.984888 0.974182 0.970299 R!/EI 
6.17765 12.30662 12.17476 11.99726 11.82281 11.69700 5.82568 n!A'P/l2EI 
0.134775 0.268489 0.265612 0.261740 0.257934 0.255189 0.127097 R; /EI 
0 1 • .570835 R; /EI 
ret. =(1.570835/1.'70836)R~-1.00000OR; t re, = 1.000000 Ro 
TABLI 2.1.2.1 ELLIPTICAL RING VIm ELLIPTICITY e =1 - (0.99/1.01) t-' 
\.J.J 
14 
y 
~--~--------~------~ x 
! 
- 1lR 0 ~--;-_""--._ 
~----~-----------+~~~--~~x 
No 
CIRCULAR RING WITH TWO SYMMETRI CAL DENTS 
15 
1f -fa ~ cp 5: 1T + 'Po is def ined by 
2.1.2.5 
and for 0 ther values of tf ~ .==:. R ~ • 
Here ~ and 4'0 are two parameters which determine the depth of 
the dent and the angular area over which it extends. 
As before, the ring has two axes of symmetry, a and bare 
equal to zero and rc2 is given by Equation (2.1.2.4). One quar-
ter of a ring with six equal angular divisions is again used. In 
order to take the effect of the dent into consideration, ten sub-
divisions are provided in the dented portion. For two cases 
CPo == 15t' ~ = 0.01 and ~ =- 15 0 , d = 0.1 the numerical values 
of rand rc computed from Equation (2.1.2.5) and (2.1.2.4) are 
given in Tables (2.1.2.2) and (2.1.2.3) respectively. The maxi-
mum axial force and bending moment and the fiber stresses for 
these two cases due to this maximum axial force and bending 
moment, are given in Table (2.1.2.4). 
Examining the numerical results of the·se two illustrative 
problems shown in Table (2.1.2.4) it is interesting to note that, 
although the initial irregularity of the ring is very small (l~ 
of the radius), the maximwn fiber stress due to bending moment 
is from three to six times as great as that due to axial force. 
The maximum total fiber stress in a ring with an initial irregu-
larity of this magnitude is magnified four to seven times that in 
a perfect circular ring for Ro/h::::: 50 or 100. If the ini tial 
irregularity increases to 1/10 of the radius, the maximum total 
fiber stress is from 28 to 54 times that in a perfect circular 
ring. This shows the great importance of initial irregularity 
from the point of view of safety in design. 
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The formula for bending moment given by Equation (2.1.1.2) 
is exact. The approximate formula for bending moment given by 
Equation (2.l.1.6) is only applicable to cases in which the ini-
tial irregularity is very small. When the initial irregularity 
of a ring ranges from 1/100 to 1/10 of the radius, the dis-
crepancy between the ' exact t bending moment and the approximate 
one varies from 0.5% to 5%. For most practical cases, therefore, 
the approximate formula (Equation 2.1.1.6) can be used without 
introduc1ng serious error. 
In the above mentioned illustrative problems, it has been 
ass Limed that the ring under investigation has a uniform cross 
section so that the quantity EI is a constant and can be taken as 
unity in nwmerical calculations. If the thickness of a ring 
varies along its circumference, the average value of EI for every 
division in the numerical integration should be evaluated. The 
values of B and B ~2, divided by the corresponding val ues 0 f EI 
for the different divisions are then to be used in the integration. 
All other steps remain unchanged. 
-----------~--------.----
Po1nt tf No p/Ro (fjRo)2. ll/R., B e1jR; 
0 0 0.990000 0.980100 0.990000 0.970299 
0.1 0.990365 0.980823 0.990746 0.971746 
2 0.2 0.991)98 0.982870 0.99267) 0.975669 
3 0.3 0.992926 0.985902 0.995044 0.981016 
4 0.4 0.994705 0.989438 0.997112 0.986581 
0.5 0.996464 0.992941 0.998495 0.991447 
6 0.6 0.997969 0.995942 0.999237 0.995182 
7 0.7 0.999064 0.998129 0.999611 0.997741 
8 0.8 0.999705 0.999410 0.9998)9 0.999249 
9 0.9 0.999962 0.999924 0.999971 0.999895 
10 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
60 50 40 )0 20 10 9 8 7 6 ;J 4 3 
Il'f 10 10 10 10 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
B/E! 1 1 1 1 1 .999971 .999839 .999611 .9992:37 .998495 .997112 .995044 
Cone. 60 120 120 120 120 60 6.00000 11.9996 11.9980 11.9952 11.9905 11.981) 11.9647 11.9402 
.130900 .261799 .261799 .261799 .261799 .130900 .01)090 .026179 .026176 .026169 .026159 .0261)9 .026109 .026050 
l JW(,/EJ: 0 
B r/EI 1 1 1 1 .999895 .999249 .997741 .995182 .991447 .986581 .981016 
Cone. 60 120 120 120 120 60 6.00000 11.9982 11.9901 11.9718 11.9410 11.8962 11.838) 11.7??.4 
.1)0900 .261799 .261799 .261799 .261799 .130900 eOlJ090 .026175 .026158 .026118 .026051 .025953 .025827 .02568) 
LBfnf/EI 0 
r/ =(1.567746/1.569957) R: ~ 0.998592 Rot. r Co = 0.999296 Ro 
TABLE 2.1.2.2 CIRCULAR RING WITH TWO SYMMm'RICAL LOCAL DENTS (lfo = 15° & d=0.01 ) 
2 1 
1 
.992673 .990746 
11.9125 11.8901 
.025989 .025940 
.975669 .971746 
11.7095 11.66)4 
.025546 .025445 
~ 
Tl/120 
.990000 R,,/EI 
5.94075 R.6 r'j:lH ' 12, 
.012961 R,,/iI 
1.569957 Ro/EI 
.970299 R!/II 
5.82324 R:4r/l~I 
.0127Q4. R;/!I 
1.567746 R;/II 
I-' 
--l 
60 :2 0 
1::.'1' 10 10 
B/EI 1 1 
Cone. 60 120 
.130900 .261799 
lDd'f/EI 0 
B ~1/EI 1 1 
Cone. 60 120 
.130900 .261799 
L D tdf/EI 0 
Point fifo f/Ro (f/R,,/ B/R o B(/R! 
0 0 0.900000 0.810000 0.900000 0·729000 
1 0.1 0.903648 0.816580 0.944476 0.771240 
2 0.'2 0.913976 0.835352 1.043301 0.871524 
3 0.3 0.929264 0.863351 1.133320 0.978657 
4 0.4 0.947047 0.896902 1.173213 1.05226 
5 0.5 0.964645 0.930539 1.155655 1.07538 
6 0.6 0.979693 0.959797 1.101328 1.05705 
7 0·7 0.99064) 0.981373 1.(443)8 1.02489 
8 0.8 0.997049 0.994107 1.010361 1.00441 
9 0.9 0.999617 0.999245 1.000564 0.999809 
10 1 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
40 30 20 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 
10 10 10 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1.00056 1.01036 1.04434 1.1013) 1.15566 1.17321 1.13332 
120 120 120 60 5.99651 12.0160 12.1485 12·5551 13.2133 13.8311 14.0211 1)·5497 
.261799 .261799 .261799 .130900 .013082 .026215 .026504 .027391 .028827 .030175 .030589 .029561 
1 1 1 1 .999809 1.00441 1.02489 1.05705 1.07538 1.05226 .978657 
120 120 120 60 5.99722 12.0025 12.0688 12.3104 12.6708 12.8631 12.5766 11.7104 
.261799 .261799 .261799 .130900 .013084 .026185 .026330 .026857 .1)27643 .028063 .027438 .025548 
r(: = (1.562927/1.585357) R; -= 0.985852 R~ • rc 0.992901 Ro 
TABL! 2.1.2.3 CIRCULAR RUG WITH TWO SYMMETRICAL LOCAL DENTS (Cfo:=. 15° & 6=.0.1 ) 
2 
1 
1.04330 .944476 
12.5108 11.3881 
.027294 .024845 
.871524 ·771240 
10.1+651 9031292 
.022831 .020318 
1 
0 
TT /120 
.900000 ~/EI 
5.J~ R,,6f'/12 EI 
.011878 Ro/EI 
1.585357 Ro/EI 
.729000 R~/11 
4.41624 R!Af/12 EI 
.009635 R!/EI 
1.562927 R;'/RI 
f-' 
co 
19 
Initial E111ptleit7 Two Symmetrical Dent. 
Ring 
e ~ 1 - (0.99/1.01) 'P-.-15 ~ J:= 0.01 ~15·S =0.1 
0 o l 
Point 6 0 0 
H/rRo 1.010000 0 0 
V/pRo 0 0.990000 0.900000 
rc./Ro 1.000000 0.999296 0.992901 
M/pR; 0.010050 0.009246 0.087926 
Approx. M/pR; 0.010000 0.009296 0.092900 
G"'m 50 150.8 1}8.7 1319 
-
P 100 60).0 554.8 5276 
0: Ro 50 50·50 50.00 50 M 
-
P h 100 101.0 100.0 100 
l(J 50 4.0 3.8 27.3 
(~ 100 7.0 6.5 53·7 
~ == Fi bar stress due to maximum bendi 1'\J.'II' moment \Jm ~
0"",.. = F1 bar stress due to maximum axial force 
L 0- = Total maximum fiber stress 
p.'io/h = 1i ber stress due to axial force in perfect cl rcular rings 
TABLE 2.1.2.4 MAXIMUM STRESSES IN RINGS 
2.2. Lar8e-Deflection Theory 
2.2.1. Method of Analysis 
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The method of analysis presented in this section for the 
stress analysis of a circular ring with initial irregularities su~ 
jected to uniform normal pressure is a numerical approach by means 
of which both large deflections and extension of the ring axis can 
be taken into consideration. It is also applicable to a ring of 
variable thickness under any loading condition. 
In this investigation it is not assumed that the uniform 
normal pressure is small compared with its critical value. Two 
assumptions (1) and (5) of Article (2.1.1) are still used, how-
ever, in the present discussion. 
When a ring is acted on by a system of external forces, 
there will always be a certain displacement of the ring axis. 
The relation between loads and displacements can be made clear by 
consideration of the physical behavior of the ring axis during 
deformation. The external forces induce in the ring internal 
stresses which, in turn, cause rotations as well as axial and 
shearing deformations throughout the ring axis. A deformation in 
any part of the ring axis is accompanied by a corresponding dis-
placement of the ring axis, these two being interconnected by geo-
metric relations. The effect of shear on displacement, in the 
case of a thin ring, is very small and will, therefore, be 
neglected in all the subsequent discussions. The displacemen~of 
the ring axis modify its original shape and consequently change 
the line of application of external loads. In a stable situation, 
the ring will reach a final equilibrium state o 
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In large-deflection theory, the deflection of the ring axis 
due to lengthening or shortening must be considered in setting up 
equations of equilib~ium and equations of geometric continuity. 
Before the ring can be analyzed according to large-deflection 
theory, it is therefore necessary to set up the equations for 
deflections in terms of the known and unknown forces causing the 
deflection. 
(1). Relation Between Deformation and Stresses 
Fig. (2.2.1.1) shows an element of a planar curved ring 
in its final or deformed state. Under the action of external 
loads internal stresses, which are developed in the fibers, can 
be represented by a bending moment M, a normal force N acting 
through the centroidal axis on a cross section normal thereto and 
a shearing force Q acting parallel to the cross sectiono 
The deformations, which are produced by the bending moment 
M and normal force N, consist of an extension of the ring axis 
and a rotation of the cross section. The bending moment is taken 
as positive when it decreases the initial curvature of a ring and 
the normal force is positive when it is tension. The angle change 
and deformation of the ring axis are considered as positive in 
the same sense as positive moment and normal force respectively. 
In the case of a tbin ring, the stress distribution over 
the cross section of the ring is nearly a linear one. Under 
these conditions, the centroidal axis coincides with the neutral 
axis of the ring. The extension of the ring axis due to rotation 
of the cross section produced by the bending moment is zero. The 
extension of the ring axis due to normal force is given by 
II 
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~ d s :: E d s == N d s / AE " 2.2.1.1 
The rotation of the cross section due to the extension of 
the ring axis can be expressed by 
( A de) I = - E d S /R t =. - N d s / AER f ~ 
The rotation of the cross section due to bending moment is 
( .6. de )2 == Mdst/EI , 
The total rotation is, then, equal to 
Ll de = (Mds' /EI) - (E- ds/R t) ~ 2.2.1.2 
The curved length ds' and final curvature l/Rt of an element in 
by following 
ds' - (1 + E ) dQ 
and (l/R') - (l/R) = (M/EI) - (E/R') 2.2.1.3 
Due to the fect that the value of € is very small com-
pared with unity, an approximation which will not introduce appre-
ciable error can be made by neglecting terms of higher order in~. 
Substituting Equations (2.2.1.3) into (2.2.1.2) we have 
6 dB = (MdsiEI) - (f: ds/R) • 2 •. 2.1.4 
(2). Relation Between Displacements and Deformations 
In Fig. (2.2.1.2a), JJo represents the initial or unde-
formed state of an element of the ring axis. When it is acted by 
external loads, JJe will be deformed and displaced to JtJo '. 
Due to the change in length ~ds and the change in slope ~e of 
the ring axis caused by deformation, there will be corresponding 
changes d ~ and d YJ in the horizontal and vertical projection of 
the element respectively. As the deformations are small quantities 
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their effects on the total displacement may be considered indepen-
dently and they can, therefore, be separately treated. 
Let element JJ o be shifted toward JfJo' until points J 
and J' coincide with each other (Fig. 2.2.1.2b). Let d;1 and 
d 1], be the deflections of elemen t JJo due to extension of ring 
axis. Then, 
d31 - cosS Ads = Ecose ds 
2.2.1.5 
d 1), - sinG ilds = tsine ds 
Let d)z and d yJ2. be the deflections of JJo due to rotation of 
the element. When L18 is small, it can be assumed that ~ J:'Jo ' J( 
is similar to A Jo f J' J2 . Then, 
d~2.. = - AB (dy + d 1) ) 
2.2.1.6 
01]2 = ~e (dx t d ~ ) 
The total defl ec ti ons , then, are given by 
d~ - - AS (dy + dYJ ) + Ecos9ds 
2.2.1.7 
dYJ - A9 (dx + d~ ) + € sine ds 
Consequently the rates of change of total deflection of the element 
JJo along ds are: 
d~ Ids A9 (sin e t d 1] Ids) t E cosS 
2.2.1.8 
d'Y) Ids = .dB (cosB + d; Ids) + E sinS 
Solving the above two equations, we have 
d} Ids = t -(1 + E:) as sine - (( AS )2 - €] coseJ/[l + (6B )aJ 
------------ -2.2.1.9 
y 
~------~-----------------------------. x 
( a ) 
J, JI 
X+;tY·~)1 I _.------~~~~~d~~------~~J~ 
~--------------------------------------~x 
( b ) 
FIG. 2.2.1.2 DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO DEFORMATIONS 
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The above two equations furnish the necessary relations between 
displacements and strains and rotations of an element of the rmg 
axis. The term ( ~e )~ which is usually disregarded in the 
small-deflection theory, will be included in the presentmvestiga-
tion. In inextensi ble theory, t is taken equal to zero 0 
(3). General Governing Equations 
When a ring is subjected to external loads, it will deform 
and displace to its strained state. It is obvious that all ex~ 
nal loads and internal forces, acting on any small element, must 
be in equilibrium and, furthermore, the displacements at any 
point due to the deformations must fulfill conditions of geome-
tric continuity (conditions of compatibility). 
The equations of equilibrium can be obtained by statics, but 
in order to establish the equations of compatibility the elastic 
deformation of the ring must be considered. 
The rotation and displacements at a point J o ' measured with 
respect to a reference point J 1 ' are given by (Fig. 2.2.1.3): 
!!9J: === 5101 d ( 6. 9 J( ) 
{ ~~o' ., - I 
-j, [-Ae (dy t d 1) ) + E: cos e dsJ 2.2.1.10 
'7 ;r.' :=. Sl e
l 
Ji' [Ae (dx + d} ) + f sinB ds] 
On integrating the last two of Equations (2.2.1.10) by parts, 
they simplify to: 
/ :[.' 
~jQI ;: JIo r' t 7J \ (y 0 + 'YJo )] d (~e ) t J ~E; cose ds Jt' l.. \ Y J - Ji 
JX 1 .I' 
-1.r: = :[(x o r;.) - (x + ~ )]d(AB) + J 0, f s in e d s It ), 
--------------- 2.2.1.11 
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Since the ring is a closed one, points J l ' and J o ' can be 
chosen so as to be the same point. In order to provide geometri-
cal continuity, the rotation and displacements at J o ' must be 
equal to zero. Substituting Equations (2.2.1.2) into the first 
equation of (2.2.1.9) and (2.2.1.11) and equating the rotation 
and displacements to zero, we have 
48= 5M~ - f Eci5 =0 EI . R 
~ = f M [C'j +~) -(:I. +1]. )]fr- - I E- [(jt1)- ()'o+~.w1f + f E;Coseds"'" (1 
1 = J M[Ct.+;.) - (x-t ;>] ~~ - J E [cxot~) -(Xt 5)] ~ + J Esin e~;j = 0 · 
- - - - - - - - - - - 2.2.1.12 
The above three equations represent the conditions of compatibil-
ity. 
Let the ring now be cut at point J o '. Internal forces Eo, 
V(:. and M(, must exist at J o ' to produ.ce continuity at that point 
(Fig. 2.2.1.3). The bending moment at any point Jt can be 
written as 
2.2.1.13 
In the case of a ring subjected to uniform external pressure, the 
static moment and its increments du.e to deflection of the ring 
axis will be: 
2.2.1.14 
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y 
t 
x .. 
x 
SIGN CONVENTIONS: 
POSITIVE AB INDICATED 
INTERNAL FORCES AT POINT J" ! 
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By substituting Equations (2.2.1.13) into (2.2.1.12) they become 
L\9 " M. J ~+ Ho ftc-I -}')+CY"'JoJ]tf + v. 5 [(~o-X) + (f. -3)J t~ 
+5 .4?.' + JA'm .is - S Ea.S - 0 lYls E I S EI f\-
~ = t{, J ~j - ::t.)+ (1) -1]·)1 ti + Ho Jf (1- 'fo)+(7/-7]o)t :~ 
+ v. J [0 - 10)+ (-'1-7].)][Cx.- x)t( ~o -3) J t~ -+ f tn:s{C1- )'0)+(7]-1)0)] ~ 
+ 5"l1!s[(Y-jo)t(7)-1J.)]~~ -I(;[(1-j.)tC"')-~.)]~ + r EC<6Sds =0 
-rJ = M. f [ex. -x)Hi".- ~)J t t- ~o 5[(~-7<) t (30 - p] [( )'-Yo)+ ('l')- >].}]-ft 
v: S[(Xo-x)t( 5. - 3)J fr. + S YYls [C)(o-x) + ( ~o -~) 1 ~~ 
+ S AlYIs [O(o-x)t ()o- jJ] :~ - f f: [(Xo-x)+(fo -3 J] ~ + f E sin e tis = 0 . 
------------- 2.2.1.15 
Equations (2.2.1.15), which furnish the conditions of 
geometrical continuity at any point, contain three unknown forceE~ 
Ho, Vo amd M t1 , and two unknown displacem.ents, ~ and "y) 
Equations (2.2.1.9) furnish additional relations between forces 
and displacement components. These five independent equations 
are sufficient to determine the five unknowns. Any forces and 
deflection configurations which satisfy Equations (2.2.1.15) and 
(2.2.1.9) will automatically satisfy the equations of equili-
brium and compatibility equations. It can be seen that if the 
displacements 1 and ~ and the extension E of the ring axis 
are neglected in Equations (2.2.1.15) these equations reduce to 
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well-known arch formulas. 
Equations (2.2.1.15) and (2.2.l.9) which take the exten-
sion and deflection of the ring axis into consideration are 
applicable to a ring of any shape and subjected to any loadi-ng 
condition. In the present investigation, only uniform normal 
pressure is of interest. 
When the uniform pressure acting on the ring is internal, 
a negative value of p is to be used in Equations (2.2.1.15). 
From equations (2.2.1.15), it can be seen that all the 
integrals have physical meanings. In the first equation, 
S dslEI represents the angle-change between two 
points due to Mo::: 1 
j [(:Xo-X)+ (5o-~)]ds/EI represents the angle-change between 
two points due to Va = 1 
S[()'-Yo) + C"Y)-1']<,)] ds /EI represents the angle-change between 
two points due to Ho = 1 
S ems t Arth ) dslEI represents the angle- change between 
two points due to ms 
r _ _ 1_ " . . J t oS/H. represents the angle-change between two 
points due to E. (angle-change = change in slope) 
The quantities in the second and third equations represent the 
horizontal and vertical components of deflection between two 
points due to forces, static moment and the extension of~e ring 
axis. 
Due to the complexity of these two sets of equations, it 
is difficult to obtain an analytical solution for a general case. 
For this reason, a numerical approach which serves as a useful 
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tool to attack problems of this nature is suggested. 
(4). Numerical Method 
The method presented in this dissertation for the stress 
analysis of a circular ring with initial out-of-roundness under 
uniform normal pressure analyzed by large-deflection theory is 
a numerical procedure which, in turn, is a combination of two 
well-known procedures, namely, the numerical procedure of inte-
gration and the method of successive approximations due to N. M8 
Newmark (16). 
The general processes of analysis can be summarized in 
the following steps: 
(i). Divide the ring into a number of equal divisions 
along the curved length. As mentioned previously, in order to 
simplify the numerical integration, it is preferable to have 
equal angular divisions. 
(ii). Evaluate all physical quantities such as slope, 
curvature, curved length factor ( ds/d~), static moment, etc. 
at all division points. They will be encounted in the numerical 
integration. Most of these quantities can be readily calculated 
from the given equation of the ring. The static moment depends 
upon the loading condition as well as the geometrical shape of 
the ring. 
(iii). Assume two deflection configurations, -; and 7) , 
and neglect E ,in the first approximation. 
(iv). All integrals in Equations (2.2.1.15) can now be 
evaluated numericallYQ 
(v). Solve for forces Ho , Vo and bending moment M 0 by 
means of Equations (2.2.1.15). 
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(vi). From H 0 and Vo ,compute N and, in turn, E at all 
division points. Evaluate S E dS/R. 
(vii). Calculate the total angle-change, Ae , by integrat-
ing Equations (2.2.1.9). In solving actual problems the total 
angle-change at any two specified points can be obtained by sum-
ming up all components of angle change, due to forces, static 
moment and the extension of the ring axis, from the integrals in 
the first equation of (2.2.1.15) which have been evaluated in 
(i v) • 
(vii). Two derived deflection configurations, ~ and? ' 
can be obtained by integration from Equation (2.2.1.9). 
(ix). Repeat the procedures until the derived and assumed 
deflection configurations agree with each other. 
In the case of a ring symmetrical about one axis (which 
is usually taken as one of the coordinate axes) only half of the 
ring has to be considered. The horizontal shearing forces at 
the two ends of the axis of symmetry are equal to zero. Since 
the vertical tangents at two ends remain vertical after deforma-
tion, the relative angle-change at one end with respect to the 
other is zero. Furthermore, the relative vertical displacement 
of one end with respect to the other is also zero o ~wo equations 
of geometrical continuity are sufficient to solve for the two 
unknowns. 
When the ring has two axes of symmetry only one quadrant 
need be taken into consideration. Due to symmetry the shear at 
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both ends must be zero and the axial force can be expressed in 
terms of the known ordinate and unknown deflection of either endo 
The only lli~known remaining is the be~ding moment which can be 
determined from the condition that the angle-change at one end 
with respect to the other end is zero o 
The accuracy of the numerical integration~ which deter-
mines the accuracy of the final result, depends greatly upon the 
nature of the function to be integra~s,::' and the number of divi-
sions chosen along the ring axis¢ The more divisions chosen, the 
more accurate will the final result be~ On the other hand more 
numerical computations are r6quir6d~ For most practical problems, 
six divisions in one quadrant of a ring will give reasonably 
accurate results e The equivalent concentration formulae due to 
N. M~ Newmark (16) will yield quite accurate results with a 
reasonable amo~~t of worko 
The rate of convergence of the method of solution, which 
is an iteretive procedure, depends on the correctness of the 
assumed deflection configuration and on the magnitude of the exter-
nal pressure. A deflection configuration which can be used to 
hasten the co~vergence of the solution is obtained by multiplying 
the deflectio~s determiced by the small-deflection theory by the 
magnification factor 1/(1 - p/pc~ de The same technique can be 
applied to a ~:ng under internal pressure in which case the fac-
)G For some problems, the assumed deflec-
tions obtained in this manner Wli.~ be very:::lose to the correct 
ones. If tbe external pressure is much less than its critical 
valus, the sol;.:tio!: will co.::ve:rge :"8.pidly wheI'eas, if the extera.al 
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pressure approaches it critical value, the rate of convergence 
is slower, as would be expectedQ For most cases a very accurate 
result can be achieved through four cycles of iteration~ 
2.2.2. Illustrative Problems 
In order to illustrate the application of this numerical 
method to practical problems, circular rings with various kinds 
of imperfection are analyzed in this article. 
In large-deflection theory, the magnitude of the uniform 
pressure acting on the ring must be specified. We consider the 
ring to be subjected to the action of a uniform external pres-
sure of magnitude p=:;1.5EI/R: for all illustrative examples. 
This implies plpcr . -= 0.5. 
(l) Elliptical Ring 
The elliptical ring, with ellipticity, e, equal to 1 -
(O.99/1.01),illustrated in Article (2.1.2) (Fig. 2.1.2.1) will 
be more accurately analyzed using large-deflection theory. 
Since the ring has two axes of symmetry, only one quad-
rant, taken with six equal angular divisions, need be investi-
gated. It is evident that the tangents at division points 0 and 
6 will remain vertical and horizontal respectively after strain-
ing. The total angle-change at point 0 with respect to point 6 
is therefore equal to zero. Then, 
MoJfr- + Vo S[cx.-X)+q.-~)]~~ + Jms ;i t !M',{f -S ~ = 0 
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From statics, the following relations can be written: 
H6 = -p ( y 6 + -r; f, ) 
an d Vo ::::. p (x 0 + ~ 0 ), VG ==- 0 
The integrals S ds/EI, S msds/EI and J (xo - x)ds/EI in 
Equation (2.2.1 0 16) are constants and the others are function of 
and Once the deflections and are either 
assumed or known~ the forces R6 , Vo and bending moment Mo can be 
easily found" 
The slope of the tangent at any point on the ellipse (Fig. 
2.2.1.4) is given by 
tanB - dy/dx = 2 -(0099/1.01) x/y. 
The values of sinL and cosS at division points which are required 
in integrating Equation (2.2.1.9) can be evaluated readily. 
In case the extension of the ring axis is to be included 
in the investigation, one more numerical constant must be com-
puted. The computed constant used in the present example, 
pRo/EA = 0.0005, is based on these data: p ~ 30 Ibs per in., 
Ro:::: 50 in., h = 1 in. and E =- 30 x 106 1 bs per sq. in. In the 
case of a thin ring, the stability effect usually predominates 
and the effect of extension of the ring axis is extremely small 
in comparison to that produced by flexure. 
The initial curvature at any point is given by the 
expression 
The values of l/R at division points are necessary for performing 
the integration S E ds/R. The axial force N for use in comput-
ing f: (Fig~ 2.2ol.4) is given by N= -Vsine + Hcose" 
As previously mentioned, the asswmed deflection configu-
ration which is used in the first approximation can be obtained 
by multiplying the deflection predicted by small-deflection 
theory by a magnification factor 1/(1 - piPer.). The lowest 
critical pressure for a circular ring under uniform external 
pressure is equ~l to 3E1IRo3. In the present case the magnifica-
tion factor is 2. After the bending moments and the forces H 
and V at division points have been calculated by Marbects method 
[neglecting the terms ( ~ e ) 2 and € ] the angle-change A Band 
the deflections ; and ~ of small-deflection theory can be 
obtained by means of Equations (2.2.1.4) and (2e2.1.9) respectively. 
Multiplying these deflections by 2, a set of so-called 'magni-
fied deflections' are obtained. These 'magnified' small-deflec-
tions are a very good approximation to the true or large deflec-
tions. 
The numerical data involved in this method of analysis 
and comparisons of the results obtained by large-deflection and 
small-deflection theories are tabulated in Table (2.2 0 2.1)0 
From the analysis of this problem, it can be seen that 
the effect of the extensibility of the ring axis is extremely 
sIDa.Il o 
(2). Ring Having Shape of Third Buckling Mode 
A ring having an irregularity corresponding to the shape 
of the third buckling mode of a circular tube is given by the 
expression 
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~~--------~~~~------~X 
! 
N 
ELLIPTICAL RING 
Point sinO cose 1/R r :x y ms B AeH.~1 B(x.-x) AS ".~I Bms 60,.,.,; '3 '7) /l.m~ B( ~D -~) An v. 0 I BAms A9~ms N €: Bf./R A 6f: 
R; Ro Ro Ro pR; Ro RJEI R/' R:/EI IB-; Iil-;fEI Ro Ro pR;- R; R;/EI Iil-; pRN!I pRo 
0 -1 0 .970493 .990000 .990000 0 0 .990000 1.57084 0 .567636 0 -.577579.009990 0 0 0 .008864- 0 .000816.980010 .000049 .000047 .000079 
1 
-.96842J .24931) .973896 .991)0) .957525 .256568 -.033441 .991351 1.31153 .032194 .564815 .... 033152 -.574682 ~009190 .000152 .000013 -.000793 .008800 -.000013 .000815 '0982392 .000049 .000047 .000066 
2 -.874471 .485079 .984506 .9~888 .861599 .497444.131969 .995035 1.05156 .127764 .545219 .131314 -.554523 .006723 .001131 .000149 .003251 -.008291 .000148 .000799 .989412 "1000049 .000048 .000054 
j -.721103 .692828 .999151 .999850 .707000 .707000.289969 1.00005 .790413 .283014 .492664 .289984 ~500595 ... 003744 .003268 .000568 .006246.007047.000568 .000711 .999214.000050 .000050 .000041 
4 -.515071 .857147 1.01447 1.00489 .50244) .870257 -.497530 1.00504 .5279)) .49001L4 .)92467 .5000)7 .)98142 · .. 001371 .006117 .001177 .00866) .005076 .::J0118) .000479 -1.00927 .000050 .000051 .000028 
5 -.2686)4 .96)242 1.0261) 1.00862 .261051 .974254 -.740269 1.00867 .264298 .73521'3 .2)2696 .746691 .... 235527-.000211 .008598 -.00133) .009863 .002627 .001)46 .000124 -1.01680.000051 .00005) .000014 
6 o 1 1.0)051 1.01000 o 1.01000 -1.00010 1.01000 o .999900 o -1.01010 o o .009427 .000274 .010090 o .000277 o -1.0194) ,000051 .00005) o 
1.5708)6(RoMo/BI) + (.99 - .009990)(.567636 - .008864)(pR! lEI) + (-.577589 - .000816)(pR!/BI) + .000079= 0 
'2. 
Mo'" .019577 pRo , Vo =.980010pRo. Ho'=-O 
Point 0 ~ -(IH)&9si,B (ItfJhO(~g dj/dB dry/dB d9dtp d"T}/d'f Point Large-~eflection Theory Smal1-Doflection Theory 
-[~Y-~1~)8 -[(~)~~Js"9 Ro Ro ~/Ro YJ/Ro M/~1.. "l/Ro .,/R. M/PR."-
0 0 1 0 .000049 0 .000049 0 .000049 0 -.009990 0 .019577 -.004965 0 .009950 
1 -.007310 .999947 -.007105 ... 00172) -.007105 -.00172) •.• 00704) -.001708 1 -.009190 .000152 .• 017165 -.004562 .000086 .008659 
2 -.012758 .9998)7 -.011259 -.00600) -.011257 -.006002 •.• 011202 -.005972 2 -.00672) .0011)1 .010092 .00))2) .000599 .005098 
) -.014830 .999780 -.010881 ~.010080 -.010878 -.010077 •.• 010879 -.010078 3 -.003744 .00)268 .000262 -.001838 .001705 .000150 
4 -.012946 .999832 -.006855 -.010984 -.006854 -.010982 .,.006888 ~.01l0)8 4 -.001371 .006117 -.009766 -.000664 .00)165 -.004899 
5 -.007498 .999944 -.002117 -.007194 ~.002117 -.007193 M,.0021)6 -.007256 5 _.000211 .008598 -.017232 -.000098 .004429 -.008659 
6 0 1 -.000051 0 -.000051 0 -.0000.51 0 6 0 .009427 -.01982~ 0 .004851 -.010050 
'l'AllL1: 2.2.2.1 ELLIPTICAL RING WITH ELLIPI'ICITY 6-""1 - (0.99/1.01) 
w 
()) 
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f == R o( 1 - d cos6 r ). 
The s ba. pe iss h own i n Fig. 2. 2 • 1 . 5 • Tw 0 cas e s d == O. 01 an d 
S ~ 0.1 are investigated. Since the ring is symmetrical with 
respect to both X and Y axes, only one quadrant need be investi-
gated. Six equal angular divisions are used, as in previous 
examples 0 
The extension of the ring axis is assumed to be negligi-
ble in this example. The governing equation, then, becomes 
The curved length factor, B=-ds/d<p , is given by 
The slope of the tangent to the ring axis at any point is ex-
pressed by the formula 
tan e = (1 - ~ cos6<p + 6 J sin6" tan6'P) I[ 6 S sin6 tp - (1-d"cos6f) tan6f'J • 
For d':::::: 0.01, the numerical data 'are tabulated in Table 
(2.2.2.2a). The final results for bending moment and deflection 
for both cases ~ = 0.01 and g.::. 0.1 are shown in Table (2.2.2.2b). 
(3). Circular Ring Having Iwo Symmetrical Dents 
The circular ring having two symmetrical dents examined 
in Article (2.1.2) is re-analyzed using large-deflection theory 
in thi s article. Cases CfI, = 15 0 , d == 0.01 and ~o =15 0 , 
d:::' 0.1 under external a nd internal pressure are investiga ted. 
It is assumed that the extension of the ring axis is negligible. 
The slope of the tangent to the ring axis at any point is 
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RING HAVIliG THIRD BUCKLING )()DE SHAPE 
Point dnG cOIIB 
o -1 o 
f 
0'" 
F 
R., 
X 
Ro 
.99 .990000 
y 
R. 
o 
ms 
pR~ 
o 
B f,9Mp,=1 B(x.,-x) UJvo~1 
Ro Ro/II R,; R;JiI 
.99000 1.57221 o .561948 
) 
RD 
B6ms 66""'5 
pH~ pR;,/JI 
6 liS B( ~_~) ... e L1>~' 
pH! Ro'- R;/JI ~6 1'>6"') ~R!/II BI~5 put 
() 
-.572090 -.000379 
° 
o o 
-.000519 o .000247 
1 -.979693 .200503 150 1 .965926 .258819 - .033783 1.00180 1.31170 .024117 .560061 - .033844 -.569138 -.000076 .000061 -.000009 -.000304 -.000486 -.000009 .000248 
2 -.866025 .500000 300 1.01 .874686 .505000 - .134161 1.01000 1.04~4 .116467 .543217 - .135503 -.548292 .000268 .000146 .000001 "".000653 -.000354 .000001 .000251 
3 -.663487 .748188 45° 1 .707107 .707107 - .290014 1.00180 .78458 .283402 .492121 - .290536 -.493538 .000014 -.000116 .000194 -.000394 -.000211 .000194 .000228 
4 
5 
6 
Point 
o 
-.500000 .866025 60° 
-.316206 .911-8691 75 0 
.99 .495000 .857365 - .490050 .99000 .52407 .490050 .391700 - .485150 -.393037 -.000221 -.000399 .000420 -.000156 -.000143 .000416 .000144 
1 .258819 .965926 - .733819 1.00180 .26356 .732496 .232332 - .735139 -.234178 -.000099 -.000064 .000267 -.000281 -.000089 .000268 .000051 
o 1 90 D 1.01 o 1.010000--1.000100 1.01000 o .999900 o -1.01010 a o .000229 .000144 -.000383 
° 
.000145 
° 
4B 
o 
I 
(t(6ot 
1 
-8Nl(s;"e 
f-68 Co5 6) 
Ro 
o 
( a ) £ 0.01 
1.572209(MoRo/BI) + (.99 - .000379)(.561948 - .000519)(JR!/II) + (··.572090 + .000247)(pR!/:tI) =0 
8oe(cr.\g 
-t>Osi"o) 
Ro 
o 
d~ /d'f 
Rc 
o 
Mo=' .010330 pRo'l, Vo ~ .989621 pR D , Eo = 0 
Large-Deflection Theor,r 
0.01 "<f = 
1] /Ro M/pRt'-" ~ /Ro ?] /Ra 
dYJ /d'f ~ d 0.1 
M/pRo1- "E;/Ro Ro '5/Ro 
o 
-.000379 o .010339 -.010422 o .104280 -.000)80 
Samll-Deflection Theor,r 
0.01 ~ 0.1 
~/Ro M/pRo1. ~ /Ro '? /Ro M/pRe1 
o .010025 -.010036 o .101925 
1 -.002359 .999994 -.002316 -.000468 -.002316 -.000468 -.000076 .000061 .000061 -.007011 - .. 001061 .006977 -.000086 .000060 .000075 -.006681 -.000960 .006926 
2 
3 
4 
.000021 1 .000018 .000011 .000018 .000011 
.002399 .999994 .001590 .001802 .001590 .001802 
.000268 .000146 -,.010365 -.003272 -0001928 -.100875 .000250 .000144 -.009975 -.002975 -.001718 -.098075 
.000014 -.000116 .000074 -.004434 - .. 005668 .007072 .000009 -.000104 .000075 -.004172 -.005306 .006926 
.000021 1 .000011 .000018 .000011 .000018 -.000221 -.000399 .010418 -.005519 -,,009703 .104939 -.000214 -.000372 .010025 -.005298 -.009176 .101925 
5 -.002358 .999994 -.000752 -.002240 -.000752 -.002239 -.000099 -.000064 .000092 -.002623 -,,006805 .007180 -.000095 -.000044 .000075 -.002509 -.006266 .006925 
6 a 1 a o o o 
( II ) d =: 0.01 
TABLE 2.2.2.2 
o .000229 -.010287 o -,,004)85 -.100231 
( b ) 
o 
RING HAVING THIRD BUCKLING Hom:: SHAPE e ~ RoCl - J" COli 6'f) 
.000241 -.009975 o -.003840 -.098075 
~ 
..... 
~iven by: 
for t.p<!.Po tan e = ef+ ;~ fa l1C{J)/( ~t -r tancp) 
and (p > 'fo tan e =- - x/y 
Due to symmetry only six equal angular divisions in one 
quadrant of the ring (with ten subdivisions .in the dented por-
tion) need be investigated. 
If the pressure acting on the ring is internal, the govern-
ing equations can be written as follows: 
Ho - 0, 
Vo - - p (x" t ~o ), 
and 
H6 = p ( Y 6 + 1)6 ) 
V6 =.0 
For rings such that the depth of the indentation is one-
hundredth of the nominal radius)) ~ == 0 .. 01, subjected to external 
and internal pressure, numerical data are given in Tables 
for all cases are tabulated in Tables (2.2.2 0 4b) and (2.2~205b)o 
The bending moments and deflections of a ring under internal 
pressure in small-deflection theory are not given ir: the table~ 
For small-deflection theory the distinction between i~ternal and 
external pressure merely creates a change in sign G 
I tis qui t e i n t er est i ng ten 0 t e that t b. e i nfl u e no e 0 f 
deflection of the ring axis on the final bending moment and 
deflection is different for rings having various kinds of imper-
fectionso For an elliptical ring having an ellipticity equal to 
0.01, both the beLding m.oments and. d.eflections at d.iyision points 
43 
increase 100% compared with those given by small-deflection 
theory for F Ipcr.::=. 0.5. On the other hand, in the case of B-
ring whose shape corresponds to the third buckling mode, the 
maximum bending moment is only a few percent greater than that 
obtained by Marbec's methodo The deflection component~ either 
horizontal or vertical, calculated from large-deflection equations 
also is unaffected. For the ring having two symmetrical dents, 
the maximum bending momen t in the ring increases 17% for ~ =-0 *01 
and 10% for ~~ 0.1. However, the horizontal deflection increases 
about 75% and the Vertical deflection is about 110% greater than 
that predicated by small-deflection theory. 
If the ring is acted on by internal pressure instead of 
external pressure, the axial tensile force developed in the ring 
tends to reduce the deflection produced by the internal pressure. 
Therefore, consideration of the deflection of the ring axis in 
the large-deflection theory will result in bending moments and 
deflections less than those predicted by small-deflection theory~ 
In the analysis of the ring having two symmetrical dents, for 
cases ~ = 0.01 and $ = 0.1, the horizontal and vertical deflec-
tions are about 25% to 30% and 35% to 40% respectively less than 
those in the small-deflection case. The maximum bending moment 
drops off about 6% for ~ =: 0,,01 and 12% for d = 0.1. 
From the numerical data of illustrative problems analy-
zed by the large-deflection eq~ations, besides noting that the 
extension of the ring axis is extremely small and C~~ be neglec~ 
in the analysis, it is also worthwcile to point out that the 
changes of lines of application of uniformly distributed external 
~ 
loads (due to the deflection of the ring axis) do not materially 
affect the magnitude of the bending moment. The effect of axial 
forces in the ring is the only essential one which does playa 
significant part in the final determination of bending moment 
and deflection. That effect is great 
when (a) P /pcr • is large, say greater than 0.2. 
and (b) The irregularity resembles the oval shape of the 
lowest bucking mode of a circular ring. 
Point BinG COBG 'f 
0 -1 0 0 
1 -.999999 -.0015h9 1.5 
2 
-.999999 .001655 ).0 
3 -.999912 .013294 4.5 
4 ~.999035 .043928 6.0 
5 ~.997748 .067071 7.5 
6 
-.993345 .115179 9.0 
7 ··.988743 .149621 10·5 
8 -.981416 .191891 12.0 
9 ··.973376 .229213 13.5 
10 ··.965926 .258819 15.0 
20 -.86602.5 .500000 )0.0 
)0 ~.707107 .707107 45·0 
40 ···5°0000 .866025 60.0 
50 •.• 258819 .965926 75.0 
60 
° 
1 90.0 
x y m.s B t\HMo"'-J B(xa-x) An Yn~' Bms t,{)n1s 3 "? 1\ ms B()o-3) 6 ft Va: I BAils MJA"~ 
Ro Ro Ro rR;:- RCl RolEI R "I. R~/EI pR~ pR; lEI R" R" pR;: R.2 R;/EI pR; pR;IEI 0 
.990000 .990000 0 0 .990000 1.569952 0 ·561969 0 -.570869 -.001657 0 
° ° 
-.00170) 
° 
.0000.54 
.990365 .990025 .025925 -.000))6 .990/,h6 1 • .$44027 -.000025 .561969 -.00033) -.570866 -.00165) -.000000 -.000000 -.000005 -.001703 -.000000 .0000.54 
.991398 .990039 .051886 -.001346 .992673 1.518065 -.000039 .561970 -.~)Q1334 -.570845 -.001636 -.000021 -.001703 ... 0000.54-
.992926 .989866 .077904 -.003035 .995044 1.492046 .000134 .561969 -.003013 -.570790 -.001610 -.000047 -.001702 .0000.54-
.994705 .989256 .103975 -.005406 .997112 1.46.5968 .000740 • .5619.59 -.00.5377 -.570682 -.001.576 .000001 -.000081 ~.001700 .000054-
.996464 .987940 .130065 -.008461 .99M·95 1.1~3984lJ. .002053 .561924 -.008431 -.570502 -.001.535 .000003 -.000122 -.001698 .0000.54 
.997969 .985683 .156117 -.012196 .9992'.37 1.'n3693 .004309 • .561843 -.012171 ~.570234 -.001489 .000007 -.000168 -.001694 .0000.54 
.999064 .982335 .182065 -.016603 .999611 1.387527 .0076.58 .561689 -.016588 -.569859 -.001441 .000014 -.000001 -.000216 -.001689 -.000001 .0000.54-
.99970.5 .977859 .207850 -.02167.5 .999B39 1.3613.55 .012137 • .561432 -.021668 - .569360 -.001391 .000022 -.000001 -.000266 -.001683 -.000001 .0000.54 
.999962 .972333 .233436 -.0271~02 .999971 1.335177 .017667 .561044 -.027401 -.568719 -.001341 .000033 -.000002 -.(00)16 -.001675 -.000002 .000054-
1 .965926 .258819 -.033783 1 1.308997 .02h074 .560500 -.033783 -.567919 -.001290 .000046 -.000003 -.000367 -.001666 -.00000) .000054 
1 .866025 .500000 -.13268.5 1 1.047198 .123975 .542408 -.132685 - • .547403 -.000794 .000253 -.000020 -.00086) -.00150) -.000020 .000057 
1 .707107 .707107 -.290014 .785398 .282893 .490318 -.290014 -.'-1-93230 ... 000385 .000.564 -.000040 -.001272 -.001221 -.000040 .000065 
1 .500000 .866025 -.495050 1 e523599 .490000 .390004 -.495050 -.391354 -.000126 .000895 -.000027 -.001531 -,0008.51 -.000027 .000076 
1 .258819 .965926 -.733819 1 .261799 .731181 .230756 -.733819 -.231054 -.000017 .001147 .000090 -.001640 -.000433 .000090 .000071 
1 
° 
1 
-.99005° 1 0 .990000 0 -.990050 0 0 .001225 .000413 -.001657 0 .00041) 0 
<fo ==.15 0 & ~ = 0.01 
TABLE 2.2.2.3 CIRCULAR RING HAVING TWO SII«ETRICAL LOCAL DENTS (EXTJ:BNAL PRl:SSURi ) 
For cp <; 15 0 
(f > 15 0 
~ = Ro(l - b cos3 6~) 
r== Ro 
.r:. 
(J1 
P()int 
o 
1 
2 
3 
J} 
5 
6 
'l 
8 
9 
10 
2:0 
30 
4·0 
50 
60 
I.le , . ~ -tle(sl~9 oe(c<oG' df/ld~ 
+69 (pi 9) -Ali sinE') 
d?/df 
R" Ro 
o 1 o o o o 
-.000418 .999999 -.000418 .000001 -.000414 .000001 
-.000809 .999999 -.000809 -.000001 -.00080) -.000001 
-.001150 .999999 -.001150 -.000014 -.001145 -.000014 
-.001426 .999998 -.001425 -.000061 -.001421 -.000060 
-.001631 .999997 -.001628 -.000107 -.001625 -.000107 
-.001770 .999997 -.001759 -.000201 -.001757 -.000201 
-.OOHl60 .999997 -.001840 -.00021'5 -.001839 -.000275 
jl001905 .999996 -.001871 -.000)62 -.001870 -.000)62 
-.001935 .999996 -.001884 _.OO~~ -.001884 -.OO~}O 
-.001957 .999996 -.001891 -.00050) -.001891 -.00050) 
-.0020)1 .999996 -.001761 -.00101.2 -.001761 -.001012 
-.0018)6 .999997 -.001)01 -.001296 -.001301 -.001296 
-.001388 .999998 -.000695 -.001207 -.000695 -.001201 
-.000745 .999999 -.000193 -.000719 -.000193 -.000719 
o o o o o 
Point 
o 
1 
2 
3 
I} 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
20 
)0 
40 
50 
60 
Large-Deflection Theory 
rpo= 15 CI &. S =0.01 'Po = 15" & 8=0.1 
3/Ro "Y) IRD HI rJl:: ~ IR" '} IR4 H/~; 
Sma11-Def1ection Theory 
If" =15 0 & b~O.Ol cpo = 15 80 $::::0.1 
'; IRo '"? /R II./~; ~ IRo "'? /R. H/rB.;; 
-.001641 o .010864 - .017560 o .101637 -.000940 o .009249 -.010140 o .087926 
-.001637 -.000000 .010498 -.017524 -.000008 .098374 -.0009)6 -.000000 .008887 -.010110 -.000007 .084636 
-.001621 -.000000 .009459 -.017392 -.000062 .089037 -.000923 -.000000 .007864 -.009997 -.000052 .075250 
-.001595 .000000 .007917 -.017165 -.000190 .074990 -.000901 .000000 .006347 -.009805 -.000158 .061161 
-.001561 .000001 .006115 -.016843 -.000383 .058296 -.000873 .000001 .004580 -.009535 -.000316 .044475 
-.001521 .000003 .004·321 -.016440 -.000606 .041)82 -.000840 .000003 .002828 -.009202 -.00049) .027657 
-.001477 .000007 .00277) -.015978 -.000802 .026545 -.000805 .000006 .001)27 -.0088)2 -.00064) .01)028 
-.0014)0 .00001) .001627 -.015485 -.000924 .015431 -.000768 .000011 .0002}4 -.008447 -.000731 .002240 
-.001381 .000022 .000931 -.014983 -.000957 .008632 -.000731 .000017 -.000406 -.008068 -.000749 -.004128 
~.001332 .0000)2 .000615 -.014483 -.000904 .005553 -.000695 .000025 -.00066) -.007705 -.00070) -.006697 
-.001282 .000045 .000517 -.013985 -.000796 .017545 -.000660 .000034 -.000702 -.007354 -.000620 -.007074 
-.000797 .000248 -.00014) -.008802 .001288 -.002073 -.000)61 .000156 -.000701 -.004133 .000732 -.007074 
-.000391 .000556 -.000826 -.004296 .004564 -.009622 -.000160 .000)08 -.000701 -.001811 .002475 -.007074 
-.000130 .000892 -.001417 -.001423 .008125 -.015370 -.000049 .000450 -.000701 -.000557 .004079 -.007074 
-.000018 .001150 ".001816 -.000194 .010876 ~.019527 -.000006 .000549 -.000701 -.000072 .005202 -.007074 
o ,.0012)1 -.001941 o .011741 -,02082) o .000579 -.000701 o .005538 -.007074 
1.569952 Ho '" (.99 - .001641)(.561969 ~ .001679) pR~ + (-.570869 + .000045) pR;:- =() 
Ho=.010864pR~, V",=.988:;1591''il. , I HorlO 
( a) fo =: 15° & $ "" 0.01 
TAllL!: 2.2.2.4 
( b ) 
CIRCULAR RInG HAVING TWO S!Ml.{ETRICAL LOCAL DENTS < EXTERNAL PRJSSURE ) 
l'or r.p ~ 15" 
£(' > 15 0 
~ .:=: Ro< 1 - $ cos3 6 f) 
~ =: Ro 
.po. 
0' 
Point t\eH.=1 69v,,'1 hOrns ~ 1) t\m., Bq.-~) f,n Vo' I 
Ro/EI n;/EI ~!t1.I R 0 R" pn; n ~. n:/EI 
o lL.56995 .561%9 ·570869 .000696 o o o .000798 
B~ms t'J)~m5 Nl 
pR~ pR:'/EI 
o .000108 o 
- B"()($i~o ~~O(r1>5(\ 
it-G (A~g) ""~gsinll) 
o 0 
d)/df 
Ro 
o 
d~/dcp 
Ro 
o 
1 1.54403 .561969 .570866 .000692 .000000 .000000 .000004 .000798 .000000 .000108 .000)2B .000)25 .000000 .000)25 .000000 
2 1.51807 .561~70 .570845 .000680 
J 1.49205 .561969 .570790 .000660 
I} 1.465968.561959 .570682 .0006)4 ~.OOOOOI 
5 1./})984 .5619:~/} .570502 .000605 -.000003 
6 1. IH)69 0561BLt) .5702Y} .000573 -.000006 
.000016 .000798 
.0000]6 .000797 
.000061 .000796 
.00009l .000794 
.00012] .000791 
.000108 .000630 .000625 .000001 .000625 .000001 
.00010B .00088) .000879 .000012 .000B79 .000012 
.000108 .00107) .001068 .000048 .001068 ,OoOO4B 
.000108 .001194 .0011B9 .OOOOBI .0011B9 .OOOOBI 
.000108 .001252 .001243 .000146 .001243 .000146 
7 1.38753 0;61639 .569859 .000540 ~.000010 ••• 000001 .000156 .000788 -.OOOOOl .000108 .001261 .001246 .000190 .001246 .000190 
8 1.36136 .5614::12 .569360 .000508 -.000016 •.• 000001 .000188 .000783 -.000001 .000108 .001236 .001213 .0002)9 .00121) .0002)9 
9 1.33518 .561~J} .568719 .000477 -.000022 ~ .• OOOOOI .000219 .000778 -.000001 .000108 .001196 .00116) .000275 .00116) .000275 
10 1.30900 .560500 .567919 .000447 -.000030 -,.000001 .000249 .000772 -.000001 .000109 .0011.51 .001111 .000299 .001111 .000299 
20 1.04720 .51}2408 .54740) .000217 -.000122 •• 000002 .000479 .000674 ~.000002 .000109 .000772 .000668 .000)86 .000668 .000]86 
30 .'1851~O ./}9031B .49)230 .0000B7 -.000220 .000017 .000609 .000530 .000017 .000108 .000494 .000349 .000350 .000)49 .000350 
lH) 
50 
60 
.52)60 .390004 .)91),54 .000025 -.000300 .000070 .000671 .000361 .000070 .000098 .000290 .000145 .000251 .000145 .000251 
,,26180 .230756 .2310,54 .000003 -.000350 .000169 .000693 .000182 .000169 .000067 .0001)4 .0000]5 .000129 .000035 .000129 
o o o o -.000)64 .000325 .000696 o .000)25 o o o o o o 
1.569952 Mo - (.561909 ~ .000798)(.99 + .000696) pR! ~ (.570B69 + .000108) pR: ~ 0 
M 0:::; -.008565 pR;:- • Vo = -.990696 ~" H .. = 0 
( a) lfo. 15 0 & ~ = 0.01 
Large-Deflection Theory 
ifJ,,-= 15° & d":=' 0.01 <'('0'" 15"'& f'" 0.1 
1i;/Ro ,!IRo M/pR; ~/Ro ?JIB., M/IRo7... 
.000696 0 -.008565 .007562 0 -.080793 
.000692 .000000 -.008207 .007533 .000007 -.077503 
.000680 
.000660 
~.007196 .007429 .000048 -.068141 
-.005699 .007250 .0001114 -.O,54lOB 
.0006)4 -.000001 -.003957 .007002 .000286 ~.OJ7528 
.000605 -.000003 -.0022)6 .006699 .00044) -.020B72 
.000573 -.000006 -.000769 .006365 .000574·· .006461 
.000,542 -.000010 .000290 .006025 .000648 .00406) 
.000508 -.000016 .000B95 .005695 .000659 .0101)4 
.000477 -.000022 .001116 .005]86 .000617 .012)85 
.000447 -.000030 .001121 .005095 .000544 -.OC049J 
.000217 -.000122 .000823 .002603 -.000518 .009372 
.000087 -.000220 .000602 .0010}2 -.001705 .006899 
.000026 -.000300 .0001}49 .000296 -.002655 .005226 
.000003 -.000350 .000)59 .0000)6 -.00)197 .004299 
o -.000364 .000332 o -.003370 .004009 
( b ) 
TAllLil 2.2.2.5 CIRCUIAR RING H!VHfG Tlr{0 SnaIlOTRlCAL LOCAL DENTS (IHTJOOlAL PRIsSURli 
For CP< 15° 
f> ISC> 
e Ro (1 - S 0083 6 If ) 
~ Ro .p. -.J 
2.3. Simplified Large-Deflection Theory 
2.3.1. Method of Analysis 
Due to the fact that the numerical method devised for the 
large-deflection analysis of a circular ring having initial 
irregularities requires a considerable amount of numerical work, 
it has seemed necessary to develop a simplified method by mean& 
of which a rapid analysis of such problems can be made. In the 
case of a circular ring having initial out-of-roundness under 
the action of uniform normal pressure, either external or inter-
nal, a simplification is effected by using the bending moments 
predicted by the small-deflection theory and multiplying them 
by factors proportional to the relative amplitudes of the var-
ious buckling modes present in the original imperfect shape. 
The maximum bending moments calculated by this rapid method of 
'analysis agree quite satisfactorily with the results obtained 
from the numerical solution of the large-deflection equations. 
The basic concept of the method of analysis presented in 
this article is not entirely new. From the elementary theory 
of bending it is well known that if a beam is submitted to the 
action of lateral loads alone the deflection of the beam and the 
stress produced are proportional to the magnitudes of the loads. 
Small changes in the positions of the loads have only a small 
effect on deflections and stresses. Small deflections do not 
materially affect the bending moment in the beam and in the cal-
culation of these quantities it 1s the usual practice to neglect 
entirely the deflections of the beam resulting from the action 
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of external loads. 
In case axial and lateral loads act simultaneously, con-
ditions are entirely different. The stresses and deflections 
are no longer proportional to the magnitude of the longitudinal 
force. A slight eccentricity in the application of the axial 
load or a slight deviation of the axis of the beam from a straight 
form may have a sUbstantial effect on the deflections of the 
beam and on the stresses in ite The effect of small lateral 
deflections of the beam is no longer negligible and must be con-
sidered in the calculation of bending moments. When the magni-
tude of the axial compressive force approaches a certain limit-
ing value, usually designated the 'critical 1 load, the deflection 
becomes very sensitive to small changes in the position of the 
point of application or in the magnitude of the axial load. 
When a straight bar is under the simultaneous action of 
lateral and axial loads, the maximwm bending moment or deflection 
is correctly obtained by using the bending moment or deflection 
produced by lateral loads alone multiplied by a certain factor. 
The value of this factor depends only on the magnitude of the 
ratio of axial load to its critical value. It approaches unity 
as the compressive force becomes smaller and smaller. It 
increases indefinitely when the compressive force approaches the 
critical value. Without introducing serious error, the factor 
can be replaced by a well-known simple form, 1/(1 - p/Pcr.). 
A ring subjected to the action of uniform pressure cor-
responds to the case of a curved beam under the simultaneous 
action of lateral and axial loads the latter of which is unknown 
in magnitude and varies along the ring axis. Although the ring 
problem is more complicated than the case of a straight bar, the 
fundamental idea is still valid. Due to the presence of axial 
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forces in the ring, small deflections of the ring axis, resulting 
from the action of external pressure, have an important effect 
on the final deflections and bending moments. We can say that 
the maximum bending moment or maximum deflection which is pro-
duced by the action of uniform pressure, can be obtained by 
multiplying the bending moment or deflection obtained from smal1-
deflection theory by certain factors. The problem is how to 
determine the magnitudes of these factors and the way they are 
to be used. 
Any closed curve defined by ~=Ro [I - f( CP)] can be 
expanded in a Fourier series (19) of buckling mode shapes, as 
follows: 
where 
00 
~ = R~[ (I - ~) - L (an CoSt'\ <f + btl Sh"l If)] 
n == 1,2) ----
rr 
i!E. ::; -' . f f(f.{J )dcp 
2 21T -IT ' 
Q»1 =: ~Jlf f( cp ) Cosntpd 'I' 
IT -IT 
b" ::: "':'Jr n r"C4ii Sinlifilrf 
1T .. If 
2.3.1.1 
If the curve is symmetrical with respect to one coordinate axis, 
Equation (2.3.1.1) becomes 
00 
~ - Ro[ (I-~) - L: an cosnrpJ 
n-=I)Z, --
2.3.1.2 
In the case of a curve having two axes of symmetry, the odd modes 
in Equation (2.3.1.2) disappear. 
This equation implies that a ring of any shape is equiva-
lent to a sum of rings having the shapes of buckling modes. The 
bending moment for each mode shape can readily be determined 
by Marbec's method and the sum of the bending moments will be 
the total bending moment developed in the given ring. Consider-
ing the effect of deflection of the ring axis resulting from 
external pressure, the maximum bending moment developed in the 
ring can be obtained by summing up all the bending moments of 
the buckling mode shapes present in the original imperfect form 
multiplied by their proper magnification factors o 
The critical pressure for a circular ring under uniform 
pressure, for each buckling mode shape, can be found by the 
formula: 
p = (n 2 - 1) EI /R 0 3 cr. for n = 2, 3, 4, ----- 2.3.1.3 
The magnification factor for each buckling mode shape is there-
fore expressed by 
F (n) =. 1/ (1 - p / p ) = [1 - A / { n 2 - 1)]-1 
cr. 2.3.1.4 
where A =pRo 3/EI. 
The magnification factor given by Equation (2.3.1.41 is to be 
used in the simplified method. 
For a given value 0 f A the magnification factor 
approaches unity for higher values of n, the ronde order. For mDst 
practical cases, the magnification factors of a few of the lower 
order components are of importance; the others can be taken as 
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unity. The problem, then, is reduced to the determination of 
the bending moment predicted by small-deflection theory and a 
few components of the bending moment for the lower mode shapes. 
If the ring has a shape which corresponds to a pure buck-
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ling mode, the bending moment in the ring involves only the one 
component of that mode. The maximum bending moment predicted by 
this rapid method of analysis is obtained by using the bending 
moment for the small-deflection case multiplied by one magnifica-
tion factor corresponding to the particular buckling mode in 
question. If this mode is a higher one, the factor is approxi-
mately equal to unity; therefore, the maximum bending moment pre-
dicted by this method will differ very slightly from the bendin~ 
moment predicted by small-deflection theory. This was observed 
to be the case for the ring treated as example (2) in Article 
(2.2.1} (see Table 2.2~2.2). 
If the initial irregularity of a ring is very small, a 
further simplification can be made. As mentioned in Article 
(2.1.1), the bending moment at any point on a ring is equal to 
a constant force (the axial force in a perfect circular ring) 
multiplied by the amplitude of the irregularity at that point 
measured with respect to the node circle. The node circle is 
such that the areas, on either side of the ring, bounded by the 
ring axis and the node circle balance each other. Now in the 
Fourier expansion, the quantity Ro(l - a o /2) has a physical sig-
nificance. The t'erm a o /2 which is (1/2n) Itt f( if )dtp represents 
... Jr 
a correction which will equalize the positive and negative areas 
bounded by the gi ven curve f ( <.p) and a reference curve. In other 
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words, the radius of the node circle is Ro(l - a~/2). 
The expression Z an cos{t1'f), whi ch is equal to 
Ro(l - 8 o /2} - e , also has a physical meaning. The coefficient 
of t he expression, aM , for differen t values 0 f n will give the 
amplitude of the imperfection as far as the "corresponding buck-
ling mode shape is concerned. This quantity, for small imper-
fections, is proportional to the magnitude of the bending 
moment. In view of this simplification, even the small-deflec-
tion analysis is unnecessary and the only work required is that 
of expanding the given shape of the ring into a Fourier series. 
The coefficient of the zero'th mode then defines the radius of 
the node circle and the coefficient of the nfth mode determines 
the bending moment in that mode. 
The technique mentioned in this article is also applicable 
to the case of a ring subjected to the internal pressure. The 
this case, 
is less than unity. 
2.3.2. Illustrative Problems 
In order to illustrate the application of the simplified 
method of analysis developed in Article (2.).1) to a practical 
problem, the same numerical examples given in Article (2.2.21 
are reworked. 
(1). Elliptical Elgg (Fig. 2.1.2.1) 
The ellipse (x/O. 99Ro j 2 + (y /1. OIRo ) 2 = 1 differs very 
slightly from the lowest buckling mode shape, e=Ro(l - O$01cos2f). 
The bending moment in the elliptical ring is the sum of moments 
for each of the mode shapesG The lowest, of course, predomin-
ates because it has both the largest an and the largest magni-
fication factor. For simplicity, all other modes can be 
neglected without introducing appreciable error. The bending 
moment at point 6 predicted by the rapid method of analysis 
developed in this dissertation is simply the bending moment pre-
dicted by small-deflection theory multiplied by the magnifica-
tion factor for the lowest mode~ In other symbols, 
M6 = -.010050 RoxFRox 1/(1 - 1/2}= -.020100 PRo2 
This may be compared with a value of -.019829 PRo2 obtained by 
the iexact' large-deflection analysis. Since, however, the 
initial imperfection of the ring is very small the bending 
moment for small-deflection theory need not even be calculated. 
It may be considered that the expression e=Ro(l - 0001c082f') 
describes the ellipse (x/O.99R o )2 + (y/l.01R o )2 ~ 1. Comparing 
two expressions 
and r == j:( II ( i - 0.0' cos 2 tf ) 
it is evident that a cp :::::' 0, a =0.01, and all other an = 0 • 
2 
It may be seen that the radius of the node circle is Ro and the 
irregularity at point 6 measured with respect to the node circle 
is equal to -O.OIRo Q The axial force in a perfect circular 
ring is pRo so that the approximate maximum bending moment at 
point 6 can be calculated as follows: 
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(2). Ring Having Shape of Third Buckling Mode (Fig. 2.2.1.5) 
Since the ring has a pure buckling mode shape, the bend-
ing moment developed in this ring contains only a single compo-
nent. Using Marbec's method for the small-deflection analysis 
the following results are obtained: 
For ~ = 0.01, 
and f or ~ -::: 0.1, 
rc= 1.000075 Ro ' 
rc = 1.006901 Ro' 
MO ~ 0.010025 pRo 2 
2 M 0 = 0.101 925 pRo 
The magnification factor for the third buckling mode shape is 
1/(1 - 1.5/35) =; 70/67. The maximum bending moment (at point 0) 
predicted by the simplified method 1s 
for ~::::::: 0.01, 
an d for a = 0 • 1 , 
Mo =: O. 010025 R 0 X pRo X 70/67 == o. 010474 pRo 2 
Mo -=. 0.101925 Ro x pR 0 ~ 70/67 ==. 0.106488 pRe 2 
Since the initia~ irregularity is quite small, the approx-
imate method can be applied. We do not even have to know the 
results of a small-deflection analysis. The equation of the rWg 
is at once in the form of a Fourier series, with 8 0 equal to 
zero. The irregularity at point 0 with reference to the node 
circle equal to ~R • Then, 0 
for $==0.01, M 0.01 RoXpR 0 70/67 = 0.010448 2 o=' x pRo 
~=O.l, M o ~ 0.1 70/67 = 0.104478 2 and for RoXpR 0 X pRo 
In this case the tedious 'exact' analysis (Table 2.2.2.2) yielded; 
For ~=O.Ol, 
and for S = O. 1 , 
M = O. 010 339 pR 2 o 0 
Mo = 0.104280 pRo 2 
(3). Ring Having Two Symmetrical Dents 
The shape of a ring having two symmetrical dents is given 
by the expression (Fig. 2.1.2.2): 
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f = Ro [1- J u>s 3 (lr<l'/2%) ] for 
- CPo ":5 CP:5 Cfo 
e = Ro for ~ ~ Cf S Tr-i(Jo 
f = RoC /- S ccs "5 (f- rr)rr /2 Po ] for 1f- 'fo '<: cp ~ IT + ~ 
f :=- Ro for 1f+CfJo ~ cp 5 2"- ~ 
Due to the symmetry of the ring with respect to two axes, 
the Fourier series expanded for this ring is given by Equation 
(2.3.1.5) 
00 
f = Ro[ (1- ~O) - L an CDS ncp ] 2.3.1.5 
"::2.)4)'--
in which 
Therefore 
and 
The Fourier series of the ring i& 
------------
( i) • ~ = 15 0 and i =:. 0.01 
By substituting ~=15° and A"~O.Ol into Equation 
(2.).1.6), we have 
Setting n= 2, 4, --- in Equation (2.3.1.7), the expression for 
each mode shape in the ring is readily obtained o For instance, 
R (0.999293 - O.001396cos2f ) 
o 
O.001339cos4£f' ) 
=- Ro (O.9992 93 - O.001250cos6<p } 
A single problem is now resolved into a set of problems, 
each of which is independent of the others and can be solved 
separately. The bending moments, at point 0, for the first 
three mode. shapes analyzed by Marbec's method are as follows: 
M (2) 
== 0.001394 2 pRo 0 
M (4) 
0 
== 00001338 R 2 p 0 
M (6) 
e == 0.001248 pR2 0 
(n) 2 The summa tion of Mo' must be equal to 0009246 pR0 , the bendin~ 
moment at point 0 of the ring, which has been computed in Article 
(2.102) by small-deflection theory. Hence~ 
The magnification factors for these modes are 
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Since, for higher mode shapes, the magnification factor ~proaches 
unity, the bending moment at polnt 0 predicted by the simplified 
method will be 
MC1 == (.001394 x. 2 + .001338 XIO/9 + .001248 X 70/67 + 0.005266)p~ 
== (.002788 + 0001486 + .001304 f .005266 ) pR1 
_ .010844 pR 2 
e ~ 
If only the first component of bending moment were considered, 
the maximum bending moment at point 0 would be computed as 
M 0 - (.001394 X 2 t . 007852) pR 0 2 
- 0.010640 pRo 2 
The discrepancy between these two results is about 2%. 
Since ~ is very small, a further simplification can be 
made. This device, as in previous examples, makes it unnecessary 
to know t he results of a small-deflection analysis in advance. 
For cf=- 0, Equation (2.3.1.7) reduces to 
f = R 0 (1 - O. 000707 - ( 0 • 001395 to. 001339 + 0.001250 + -- - )] 
=Ro(0.999293 - 0.009293}. 
It has been pointed out that 0.999293 Ro can be taken as the 
radius of the node circle and the coefficients 0.001395 Rc , 
can be considered as the amplitudes of the irregularity for cor-
responding mode shapes, at point 0, measured with respect to the 
node circle. The approximate bending moment at point 0 in the 
small-deflection case is given by the term 0.009293 PRo2o The 
approximate maximum bending moment at point 0 analyzed by the 
simplified method is 
M 0 = ( 0 • 001395 X 2 + o. 0013 39 X 10/9 + o. 0012 50 X 70/67 + - - - ) pRo 2 
=- (0.002790 + 0.001488 + 0.001306 t 0.005309 + -- ---) pRo 2 
~ 0.010893 pR 2 
a ~ 
(i1) • Y?o = 15 0 and J = 0.1 
In the case ~ =- 15°, d =- 0.1, the mode shapes of the 
ring are 
fez) = Ro (0.992926 - 0.0139 56cos2V' ) 
e(4)=Ro(0.992926 - O.013394cos4tp} 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --
The bending moments at point 0 for the first two mode shapes 
(analyzed by Marbec's method) are 
~) 2 Mo =. 0.013905 pRo 
Mo(4) == 0.013344 pR 2 
• 
and the total bending moment at point 0 which was computed in 
Article (2.1.2) for the small-deflection case is equal to 
2 00087926 pH • 
o 
Then, the maximum bending moment at point 0 is 
2 (0.013905 X 2 t 0.013344 X 10/9 + O.060677) pRo 
0.103313 pR 2 
o • 
When the ring is acted on by internal pressure, a negative 
value of p must be used in computations. The magnification 
factor, 1/(1 + pip ) is less than unity. cro 
For %=15 D and S -= 0.01, the maximum bending m.oment at 
point 0 predicted by the simplified method is 
M 0 = - ( 0 • 001394 X 2/3 + 0.001338 X 10/11 + 0.001248 X 70/73 
+ o. 00 5266) pH 2 
o 
? 
.:::: -.008608 pH -o ~ 
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In the case Cl'o - 15 0, ~ _ 0.1, the maximum bending momen t 
is equal to 
M 0 = -(0.013905 ~ 2/3 1- 0.013344x 10/11 + 0.060677) pR 2 
o 
~_ 0.082080 pH 2~ 
o 
The comparison of results for the illustrative problems 
analyzed by the different methods given in this dissertation 
are tabulated in Table (2.3.2.1)0 
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Ring Shape Elliptical 
Pressure External 
Ampl1 tude of 
e = 1 - (0.99/1.01) 1m tla1 I rregulari t,. 
Small-Defleotion 
Theory -0.010050 
It Exact II or Large-
-0.019829 Deflection Theory 
Simplified Larg~4 
-00020100 Deflection Theory 
TABLE 2~,3.2.1 
Third Buckling Mode Two S7JDDlet r1 cal Local Dente 
Shape 
External External Internal 
[; = O~Ol E; = 0.1 <Po= l5d11 CPa= 15° ~ -= 15
0 rp-:1= 15" 
S" = 0.01 .s = 0.1 S==O.Ol ~ -; 0.1 
0.010025 0.101925 0.009246 0.087926 -O.00924t? 
-0.087926 
0.010339 0.104280 0.010864 0.101637 -0.008565 -0.080793 
0.010474 0.106488 0.01081t4 0 .. 10331) -0.008608 -0.082080 
SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM BEBDING mlOOlT-;-pR: 
Ci' 
J-A 
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3. CYLINDRICAL SHELL HAVING SMALL INITIAL IRREGULARITIES 
3.1. Basic Assumptions 
The method introduced in the precaeding chapters for 
the analysis of a circular ring havin~ small initial irregulari-
ties and subjected to a uniform pressure can also be applied te 
the case of a thin cylindrical shell provided that the initial 
imperfection is uniform along the length of the shello It is 
only necessary to substitute the flexural rigidity~ D ~ 
Eh3/12(1 _vt), for Ere A natural question arises as to the 
limits of the validity of this procedure when applied to local~ 
ized dents in cylindrical shells& This question has been 
answered (at least partially) by the solution of the shell 
equations for a dent varying in magnitude along the longitudinal 
axis of the cylinder. 
The middle surface of the shell under consideration is 
assumed to be defined by the equation: 
~ = Ro (1 - d(cos mx) (cos fl'P)] 
\ 
where & , m, and n are parameters which determine the geometri-
cal shape of the shell. 
The shell deviates from its original circular shape by 
an amount ~co~x)and has a cross section similar to the n:th 
buckling mode shape. Its variation along the longitudinal axis 
may be specified by the wave length in that direction, 
2rr/m. When the wave length, 2L, is large compared with the 
mean radius, Ro ' of the cylindrical shell (L/Ro» 1) the situa-
tion approaches the two-dimen si onal case 0 f a cylindri cal shell 
baving a cross section similar to the nlth mode shape all along 
its length. If the wave length is small (L/Ro« 1) the dent in 
the cylindrical shell is highly localized and the shell has a 
corrugated surface. The results to be developed are based on 8 
theory which does not hold for very highly localized dents so 
not 
that results mustAbe pressed to this limit. When the parameter 
n is zero the shell has a circular cross-section having differ-
ent diameters at different sections along the length. This last 
case has been considered by E. F. Burmistrov (16). 
In all the subsequent discussions the following basic 
assumptions are made: 
(1). The initial irregularity of tbe shell is so small 
that second and higher order terms in £" can be neglected. 
(2). The square of the quantity (mSR o ) is negligible com-
pared with unity, i.e. the wave length of the dent in the longi-
tudinal direction is large in comparison with tbe mean radius of 
the cylindrical shell. 
(J). The sqU8re of the quantity (nd) must also be small 
compared with unity, i.e. the shell must have the cross section 
of one of the lower mode shapes. 
(4). The shell is a thin shell; its thickness is so small 
8.S compared with its ini tial radii of curvature, R?< and Rtf' 
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that the quantities h/R X and h/R~ can be disregarded. 
(5). The method of analysis is based on a small-deflection 
theory in which extension of the middle surface of the shell 
is neglected. 
(6). The normal forces N~ ,N~ and shear N~f 
small in comparison with their critical values. 
must be 
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3.2. Fundamental Suantities 
As is conventional in developing the governing equations 
for a cylindrical shell, we consider a small element formed by 
two pairs of adjacent planes which are normal to the middle 
surface of the shell and which contain its principal curvatures. 
The location of this element is defined by the coordinate x and 
the angle ~. The coordinate axes X and Y tangent at 0 to the 
lines of principal curvature and the axis Z normal to the middle 
surface are shown in Fig. {).2.1}. The curved length of the 
infinitesimal element is 
If the middle surface of the shell is gi ven by ~:: ~ (x; Cf ) j the 
symbols A and B represent the expressions: 
A=[l + (d e Ids)2]2 and B = [e' t (d~ Idrp )21~ 3.2.2 
The principal curvatures of the surface are 
( l/R x) = - e (d 2 f I dx2 l1 A3 B 
and C l/R'f) = [( + 2 (d ~ Id cp ) 2 - e (d2 e Id'f2)] IAB3. 
--- - --- ----- 3.2.3 
In the case of the shell given by Equation ().l.l) 
( n egl ec t i ng the se c on d a nd hi g her or de r q uan t i ti e s ill J Rand 
. 0 
n ~), Equations ().2.2) and (3.2.3) become 
A ~ 1, B =. Ro(l - Jco~osnf ), 
(l/Rx):= -1I? & Eo co$.-VCo$tp) , 3.2.4 
and (l/RCfj = [1 - (n2 - 1) S co$J9cos{flf)] IRo. 
Only first-order terms in the (small) deformation [ have been 
retained in the foregoing expressions. It is later shown that 
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x 
y 
( a ) 
SIGN CONVENTIOB'Ss 
z POSITIVI AS INDICATED 
v u 
;lx. 
MXrpt4MX'f' X 
Y Hl!x fAfc1I1'X 
( b ) 
rIG. 3.2.1 SHELL ELEMENT 
the stresses due to a dent whose cross-sectional profile is not 
a perfect circle depend on these terms. On the other hand, in 
the case investigated by Burmistrov (16), where the cross-
section of the shell is always a IBrfect circle and only the 
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radius varies, the second-order terms must be retained. In this 
case the first-order terms in d cane el and wi thout the second-
order terms the solution reduces to that for a perfect circular 
cylinder. 
In order to analyze the equilibrium of the element, the 
stresses acting on the plane faces are resolved in the directions 
of the coordinate axes (Fig. 3.2.1a). The normal stress is taken 
as positive when it produces tension. The positive directions 
of the components of shearing stress are taken as the positive 
directions of the coordinate axes if a tensile stress on the 
same side would have the positive direction of the corresponding 
axis. If the tensile stress has a direction opposite to the 
positive axiS, the positive direction of the shearing stress 
components should be reversed. The bending moments are taken 
as positive when they tend to decrease the initial curvatures. 
The positive directions of twisting moment are indicated in 
Fig. (3.2.1b). 
The resultant normal and shearing forces (per unit length 
of the normal section) in the longitudinal and circumferential 
directions shown in Fig. (3.2.1a) are; 
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3.2.5 
Due to the fact that the curvatures of the shell in the longi-
tudinal and circUlIlferential directions are different, the shear-
ing forces N Xif and NtpX are generally not exactly equal to 
each other, although it is still true that 'C~ = r'f'X • 
The bending and twisting moments (per unit length of the 
normal sections) are given by the expressions: 
Since the thickness of a thin shell is small in compari-
son wi th the radii of the curva ture, the terms z/RX and z/Rcp 
in Equations {3.2.5} and (3.2.6) disappear in the evaluation of 
the resultant nonnal forces, shears and bending moments. Then 
N~ is equal to N~X • 
Using Hooke t s law and neglecting the terms z/Rx and 
z/Rcp , the relations between direct stresses and s trains at any 
point are as follows: 
-l <r~ ::=E(!-v2.) (E~1"VE'P) 
rr<f = E (1- V 2)-1 (tfJ +v E,,) 
and 7:-x rt ::::. Let/( = E ( J -t v ) -, 0';( '/ /2 
Similarly, the elastic relations between stresses at any 
point, at a distance z from the middle surface, and changes of 
curvature are given by: 
and 
crx: -=- - E z ([ - 11 -z. J -\ (CXJx. t -v :t,,) 
cr tp ~ - E z ( l - V 1. ) -1 ('X<p + v Xix ) 
LXf = Ltpj( -= - Ez ( I + V )-1 ~xtf 
Substituting Equations ().207) and (3.2.8) into (3.2.5) 
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and ().2.6) respectively, the normal forces and moments reduce to: 
N x - K ( Ex + 17 € cp 
Nf - K( €t.p of-
" Ex 
N ,xcp -=.. K (1 - 17) '"(xV' /2 
3e2~9 
M,x --. -D ( ;tJ;( + V Pcp ) 
Mcp 
- - D ( Xff'" v ~)(. ) 
and M~fJ = -M'1:- ':!I: D(l - t' ) /J;('€IJ 
where K 
-
(1 -v 2 )/Eh 
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~elations 3etwee~ Stresses. Strains and Disnlecements 
of en element 
~n Love~s ~~athematical Theory of Elasti-
altyn (7), rela~~cnships of this type are developed. Recently, 
?~wever, with the 
assU!!lptic·n thct ~,:~he i"TI~C.Q.lS sLtrf2::;'s of 4~::6 shell is ':n6xtensible~ 
Osgood and ;osep~ agrsae _ ~~e ~rssent investigation, expres-
Joseph wil~ ~e usede The ~elations between strains and displace-
;; '\ .• ! 
_'_ (i'l:! 
A Jx 
.-...., 
.!l) ;: 
,I! 
'Ji V 
--~L~ ?:j:~, 
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---- ----- -- - --30301 
On substituting the known quantities .A~ 31) l/R x and 
l/R'I' given by Equations (3,,204) and their derivatives with 
respect to the coordinates x and ~ into Equations (3o)ol), 
these expressions reduce to: 
-- - --- - -- - - -- - - "'3/ll 3.,2 
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Substituting Equations (3.302) into ().2.91, we have 
+ ~ l' m U S I ~Ht1 X C6S "cf +- -- -- - - - -- --] 
+ 6" m ( V n'1. ~ l.. - J ) J!. sin m" eos n tp + - -- - -- --- --] ~ ~ , 
~ 
M"f' = D [Ii<: :x~ + ~ ~i - ';;; ~~ 
+ i f m"1. 11 (I-v) u C!.cS m"X sin flCP + - -- - - -----] h 
- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - 3. 3 • 3 
The dotted lines in Equations (3.).)) represent terms, which 
eventually vanish from the equations of equilibrium because they 
involve either {I} the product of ~ and v~ (il) the products 
of ~ and the deri vati ves of v and w wi th respect to x and tp 
or (iii) the products of ~ and the derivative of u with 
resp ect to tf 0 
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3.4. !quations of Equilibrium 
In the general theory of shells~ the equations of equili-
brium, which are formed by equating to zero the resultant and 
the resultant moment of all forces applied to an infinitely small 
element of a thin shell, have been derived by A. Es H~ Love (7). 
Loveis equations of equilibrium differ somewhat from those 
derived by W. Ro Osgood and J~ A0 Joseph (8)& If, however, the 
middle surface of the shell is assumed to be inextensible and 
two non-linear terl7l..s (small in the case i..illder study) are neglected, 
the two sets of equations are iderrtical~ Due to the extremely 
complicated mathematical form fu~d non-linear nat~-e of the equa-
tiona of equiiibrium in the most general shell theory, assumptfuns 
have been made to simplify the problemQ The most important one 
is that the ibrces Nx ~ Nf and. N~f are very small in comparison 
with their critical values~ Under these circumst~~ces their 
effects on bending can be neglected.@ With this assumption all 
non-linear terms in the equations of equilibrium which contain 
the products of the resultant forces or resultant moments and 
either the small displacements Us v, w or their derivatives 
vanishc The equations of equilibrium are: 
+ Jr;f t Is ~MXf - ~ ~(L AIS ~Njt! + ~8 ~~ MJ< + Q~ = 0 
~ ll1x i _i JB __ , ')M)!ff _ ~1A-~ __ , d~ J.J -Q - 0 
A dX "'t AB ]X Mx B #f A'O dtp fTlXlf AB dXrl~ " -
--------- -- 3.4.1 
By substituting Equations (3.2Q4)~ (3.3e)) together with their 
derivatives into (3~4.1j and in this way eliminating Qx and 
Q If ' three equa tions in the dependen t variables U j v and w can 
be obtained~ 
+ ~m ~~ sin t'V\x C4S>n<p + b V'1It\?-u ~ mJ(Cosnf(' + -- --~- -- --- ::: 0 
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K( I-V i"v I+V C"!.-(.( ...L~ i ~W) (1. ~ I ~3o:J ... ' .~ T dX1 + 2Ro )Xl'f + R: ~lfL. - f<o'- -;rp t D R: oCf:i> +- ~ dX"Z.)'f Ro+ ~tp 
I-V ft I-V ft) ~' + 2.Ro'1. .}xl. - 2.Rc& d1{~f + i 
+ dCOSW1XCaSf1co}K[- l1{yiL-i) _Vm--:"}11W+ D[2n(Y!~Q W+ m~n(J-l») dLt]l 
T l R: J Re + 2. ~ lJx ~ 
- ~ S;",~ CosvtCf {lrm. K + 0 ['ltf'i.ln (i-V) t YYH1 (ll tn~Ro'Z- - ') J1(( + -- --- : 0 
Rc . 2Ro Ros J 
_ D (~'f-uJ J. ~ "d"'cv _I Vt.f.W + _, ;;"J..W.A-JL g"W _ i-V ;/5 V _ I-V &>3(.( _) 
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------ ---------3.4.2 
The three independent equations given by Equations (3.4.2) are 
sufficient to determine the three unknown displacement compo-
nents. A solution whi'ch satisfies Equations ().4.2) will satis-
fy the conditions of equilibrium and compatibility. From 
Equations (3.4.2), it oan be seen that the terms which do not 
conta.in parameters i , m and n will constitute e. set of equa-
tions for a perfect circular cylindrical shell. Terms contain-
ing ~ , m and n represent corrections due to the imperfections 
of the shell. 
All terms represented by dotted lines in Equations (3.4.2) 
contain either (i), the products of ~ and v or (ii};, the 
products of ~ and derivatives of v and w with respect to x and 
cp, or (iii) J the products of $ and derivatives of u with 
respect to cp • 
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3~5. Method of Analysis 
As mentioned in the previous article, the governing 
equations for a cylindrical shell having initial irregularities 
consist of the equations for a perfect circular cylindrical 
shell plus the correction terms due to the imperfections of the 
shell. These terms contain the parameters ~ , .m and nIP Now it 
is required to find displacement components which satisfy the 
governing equations and at the same time satisfy the boundary 
oonditions of the given problem~ The nature of the problem 
suggest s trying a solution of the form 
U= Uo(x,'P) + ~ Ul(x,<fJ} 
v== T1 ( ..... ,,, \ ..L ~ V (ow- !.p \ 30501 lfO\A,'t" I T c;; \I 1 A) J 
... 
w= Wo (x, cp ) .., S W1(x,g'}c 
Here U 0 (x, f ), V c (x, 'f} an d W 0 (:x, 'f) ar e the so 1 uti 0 n for a 
perfect circular cylindrical shell and U1 (x, cp), VI (x, tf) and 
Wl(Xt~) represent the corrections due to initial imperfections 
of the shell. 
Substituting Equations (3~5~1} into (3.4~2) two sets of 
terms are encountered, one proportional to ~ and one independent 
of ~. Each must vanishg On setting them equal to zero two sets 
of linear partial differential equations are obtained~ The 
first group is given by Equations {3¢5c2)~ They contain as dep~~ 
den t varia bI es only Uo (x, ~ ) ~ Va (x, 'P) and Vi 0 ex, r.p) whi ch depend 
on the given external loading condition specified by X's Y', and 
z ~ • 
These equations refer to the perfect ci~cular oylindrical 
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shell. 
------------ )c5 .. 2 
The second and 
w~ (X!I rp) as dependeD. t VB.::oi:e. bles (> TheY depend only on the solu-
This second set give the corrections due to the initial irregu-
On introducing the 2S8umpticn that the extension of the 
.middle surface 0 f the shell is n.sgligi tly sm.all ~ (i Ii e e ex = 0 ~ 
o and = .... .... "1 \ )<!))o~d ~. Equ.atio':'3 
reduce to those given by S~ Timoshenkc ~20)~ 
tri cal wi th respec t ·t~ t.t'G plfu"16 A==-O of the shell ar.d sYI"Jm.stri-
cal with respect to the axis ~= 0 in any plane of the cross 
t:.: sec ... J..on s the redial d~sp12ceme~t at poi~tE 
'='1 ~-, ~;...£.~ 
must 
cir-
must vanish. To satisfy these boundary conditions, Equatians 
().5.l) can be taken in the form: 
u -=- Uo (x, «J ) + £ U 1 {x)cosncp 
v == Vo (x,cp ) + S Vi (x)sinnlf 3.5 .. 3 
and w =- Wo (x, 'P ) + b WI (x) cosn" 
The longi tudinal displacement u is chosen as a function of cosn)O 
so that the variable ~ in the second group of linear partial 
differential equations can be separated. Then, the second group 
of equations reduces to a set of linear ordinary differential 
equations, in the independent variable x. 
-0 Ro'l.W/' +n( F+ nl._I)~ + I~V (F + I) Ro2 V/' - n""FV, - ~ [F(liV)- ~I-V)J RoU/ 
= {!=[ 11 (l\2.-I).!.v t1 m 1. R.7.1- LIiCl'I""- J)} w;, ~s m~ - Tn m ~R: ~ ~o C""'''?<' 
+ [Fnm~o + -¥ (I-V)h'\3Ro~+""f1(vml.Ro-I)~RoJUo s;~m1l 
t [F(m1.R; tV nl. -lJ )1<.0 +( 2.m'2-R: -2v+ n-l. -v nl.) m~ R: J .~~o Co5 m J{ 
--- - - --------- 3,,5.4 
When the external loads have been specified, Equations 
(3.5.2) can be solved and the solution Uo (x, cp}, V~ (x, cp) and 
W 0 ( x , if) use d for sol vi ng Eq ua t ion s (3. 5 • 4). Howe v er, th e 
application of the general theory of bending of circular cylin-
drical shells in even the simplest cases may 'result in very com-
plicated calculations. To make the theory applicable to the 
solution of practical problems some further simplifications in 
this theory are necessary. 
The shell concerned is under the action of uniform exter-
nal pressure. In equations (3.5.2), X' and Y' are equal to zero 
and Zt is equal to a constant, p. The solution for the case of 
a circular cylindrical shell subjected to uniform external pres-
sure is well known. 
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When the shell is free to expand in a longitudinal 
direction at both ends we have as a solution of Equations (3.5.2) 
When the shell is restrained at its ends the approximate solu-
tion of Equations (3.5.2) is 
u 0 = 0, V 0 = 0, W 0 = W 0 = (1 - v'2 ) pRo /:E:h • 
The above solution ~s, of course, only correct at points dis-
tant from the supports. In the vicinity of the supports local-
ized longitudinal bending occurs. Since interest centers in 
conditions at points remoted from the supports, it is satisfac-
tory to use Equations (3.5.5) in Equations (3.5.4) for the deter-
mination of U,IV" and W,. For a long shell the longitudinal 
bending due to end restraint dies out rapidly (20). 
Assuming now that U1(x), Vt(x) and W,(x) have the form: 
u L (x) 
- Imn sin(ru9 
VI (x) 
- ~mn co~) 
and W, (x) - ~rnn cos{nx) 
When x~ 0, U\ (x) satisfies the boundary condition that, due 
to the symmetry of the shell wi th respect to the plane x = 0, 
u at x=-O must be equal to zero. Substitut ing Equa tions 
(3.5.6) into (3.5.4) and using Uo - 0, Vo = ° and Wo = Wo 
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the three simultaneous ordinary differential equations reduce to 
three simultaneous algebraic equations. 
"Y\[m'J.f{o'l+(F+n'k~\)]~",n - [m1.R:-(F+l)'i +h'1.F] ~mn 
- nmRo .. [FC 1+,,)-( I-V)] a mn 
2. 
+rn~o[vF-"'l..(l-v)J Otnn 
= 1 F [ -2(111.-1) - 2 v tn"Ro2"] t 20 '1.(11 "':.1) + m"-Ro1. (2~ n1._ v - \) J Wo 
- - - - -- -- -- - - - - - 3.5.7 
In the derivation of the relations between strains and 
displacements and of the equa tions of equil i brium., the extension 
of the middle surface of the sbell was included. It can be seen 
that in Equations (3.5.7) the ter~ -2n(n 2 - l)wo and 
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in the right hand 
sides of the second and third equations represent the effect 
of the extension of middle surface of the shell. In the case 
of a shell the value of F ::::-.12CRo/h)2 ts very large. For sim-
plicity in calculation, the terms corresponding to the effect 
of the extensibility of the middle surface of the shell can be 
neglected. 
By disregarding these terms and solving Equations (3.5.7), 
the coefficients d.mn and Om 11 in the displace-
ment components are obtained. 
where 
<t\rt\n (C 2 /C1 ) (pRo 
4 ID) 
~rnn [nC 3/(1 - V )C l J (PRo 4/D) 3.5.8 
Om" -= - [mRo C4/(1 - 11 )C l ] (pRo 4/D) 
+ n""c"ll '1-_1) + fi [lh"'( I-V)+V Jm"K~ + ["n"( 1+2ll _1.11.) -1 TV] m 4 R; 
-111- [7.,,4 (I-V) -lll.(?. -w) + IJ m'1<.'-J 
-)1 I-v, )1-4-" +5.,-2) ')..( )( co 4- 1- J' 
+ ~ [-(1-11)"1 ~~ - (1-." )[Vfl"L- ( I tll) ] m'l?ow +( 1-11 ) [04 _ n"'( I-v ')-\1] 'In 4R04 
-+ (I-V)["III1" - n + (, +11) + Y)'l- ] 'In l.R; J 
+ t ~ (1-11) m 8R: + (1- 11)( 2n'1-(2+ 11) - ( 1 +1J)] m"R.~ 
+ [4Yl~ (l-v2) +2~"( 4-~tJ -2v~ + (l-V)(I+V -2v'-)Jm "'R~ 
- )'I'" [l1"(I-V) -211 4+ 1)'1-( It 31.1) - 2v J] 
+ fl.l (I-V) m8R! t (I-V) [vn'" - ( ttl' )]Itt·R~ 
- (I-V)[n 4 - n"1-(I_ v~ -v] In 4 R; - (HI) t)2.[ vn+ - 112.( 1+")+1] n,"Ro'" } 
When the deflected surface of the shell under the action 
of external loads has been determined, the internal forces and 
bending moments at any point of the shell can readily be found 
by means of Equations (3.3.3)0 
d2 
The bending .mom en ts, M X and M~ , in the longi tudinal and 
circumferential directions respectively, are usually the deter-
mining factors in the failure of the thin shells. These bend-
ing moments at any point on the shell, have the following ex-
pressions respectively: 
+ f'[ V 11 ( Yl"1-_ 'J ~ "'n + J111"1- '* In n ] Cos" 1ft)/' s,;, Yn tp J 
Mtf ::; - ~ { - cH (y\ "l-_I )+ lIm .... R:-] 01. tnn Co:! mx eos n 'f 
+ t[ 71 (ll""-I) fmn l-,," 0. m,,] Cos l-11'1)($1;' 1-"11 rp } 
____ --------- ---3.5.9 
3.6. Illustrative Problems 
In the first illustrative problem, the surface of the 
cylindrical shell is defined by 
e =: R Q [1 - ~ cos ( IT x/L) cos2 cp] • 3.6.1 
The cross section of the shell at x=O is a first bllckling mode 
shape which is very close to an ellipse. At x == L /2 the imper-
fection dies out and the cross-section is a circle. At a point 
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one half wave-length along the longi tudinal axis, X= L, the cross-
section of the shell returns to its elliptical shape with a phase 
difference of 90 degrees. As the coordinate x increases, the 
cross-section approaches a circle again and when x is equal to 
one full wave-length the cross-section returns to its elliptical 
shape as at x=O. 
Neglecting the extension of the middle rurface of the 
shell, the di splacement components are gi ven by the following 
expressions: 
u= J ~,"l sin( -rr x/L) co-s2tp 
v= ~~m1 cos ( rr x/L) sin2" 3.6.2 
w= ,fd."'l cos{1Tx/L}coS2~ 
and the values of Cs in Equations (3.5.8) are: 
c~ ::::: vti4 R; + 5 tn2k'o~ + 12 1- -J=-C m Bf(tJ8 -t Tn "Ro" -3 7 rr·t'''Ro+ - /2 7ml..R:- - TZ) 
+ ~1. (- mBl(oB +m t9 f\: + 12 m4 R:- -12 m"-R,,"- ) 
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C4 ~ rn 4R: - ml. Ro2 + 12 + ~ (m8RoS + 15 m' Ro" +33 h14 Re+ - G lm"l.Rol.-)44) 
+ tc }n8/{,B - m"R: -12 m~R: + 12m'1 {(o ... ) 
where m -= 1r /1. 
For the case of a thin shell, the magnitude of F is very large 
and the terms in 1/F2 can be neglected in the calculation of 
these coe ffi cien ts. 
The bending moment s, a t any point, in the longi tudinal 
and circumferential directions of the shell are given by; 
+ £ 2 ( ~ ~ ",1. + 4 d, tn J CDS ~ mX S!" 2. 2-q1 ] 
~ - - - -- - - - - - - -3.6 G 3 
The maximum bending moments in the longitudinal and circumferen-
tial directions occur at the point x=O and f(J = 0" They are 
in which only the coeffi cien t a( m1. ap pears 0 
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The maximum bending momen t s M" and M Cf a t x -= 0 and 
f==O are plotted against the wave-length of the dent in the lon-
gitudinal direction for Rolh ranging from 20 to 100 and [ equal 
to .01 in FigsG (3.6.l) and (3.6.2)~ 
For values of Rc/h=: 60, L/Ro=lO and J"" = OeOl, the 
variation of bending moments M;( and Mr along the line <f = 0 
in the longitudinal direction of the shell are given in Figso 
When ill is equal to zero, the problem reduces to a two-
dimensional one. The displacements in the circumferential and 
radial directions of an elliptical ring are gi ven by ~ 
and 
v = ~ pRo 4sin2~ /6D 
w = bPRo4COS2f' 13D 
The maximum bending moment at point of l{Y= 0 is equal to 
1iax. !vi <p =- (3 + 14 ~ ) £ pR 413 ~ 
, 0 
In the case ~ === 0" 01, M~ = 00010467 pRo 2 whic h differs from the 
result obtained by Marbec's method by about 5%. 
In the other extreme case ill is infinitely large, i.e., the 
wave-length of the dent along the longitudinal axis of the shell 
approaches zero. In this case, the bending mom.ents M x and M ~ 
given by Equations \3 e 6.3) tend to become constant. However, 
when the dent is highly localized, the results of the solution 
given in the preceeding article are not reliable since the method 
of analysis is based on the assumption that the wave-length of 
the dent along the longitudinal axis of the shell is large COill-
pared with the mean radius of the shell. 
Two othe r cases, n -= 2, \I =1/.3 and n -::::. 4, V =-1/.3 are a1 so 
illustrated. The maximum bending mom.ents MJ( and U~ at x ==-0 
and ¥' ~ 0 are similarly plot ted agains t the wave-length of the 
imperfec tion for Relh ranging from 20 to 100 and £.::::: o. 01. By 
speci fying Rol h =60, LIRa ~ 10 and J'.= 0001 as in the case of 
n = 2, V = 0, the bending moment s M ~ and M if' along the line 
'f =.. 0 can al so be plotted. The se curves are shown in Figs. 
(.3.6.5) to (.3.6.12). 
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The foregoing curves show that, when the wave-length of 
the dent lies wi thin a certa in range, which depends on the val ue 
of Ro/h, bending moments in both the circ~ferential and the 
longitudinal directions are negligibly small and m.embrane stres-
ses predominate. As the wave-length exceeds that range, the 
circumferential bending moment increases appreciably. If the 
wave-length increases still further, the circumferential bending 
moment increases until the solution is identical to the two-
dimensional case. 
On the other hand, when the wave-length decreases, bend-
ing moments increase over the intermediate wave-length at which 
membrane stresses predominate. The dent becomes more localized 
in character. The method of analysis, however, is not accurate 
in the vicinity of a highly localized dent. 
Other things being equal, smaller values of Ro/h produce 
greater bending moments in shells having the same wave-length for 
the dent. In the case n=4, bending moments produced are larger 
than those for n~2 if the wave-lengths of the dents and the 
values of Ro/h for these two cases are the same. 
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4" CONCLUSIONS 
Investigations of circular rings with initial out-of-
roundness and local cents are presented using both small-
deflection (approximate) and large-deflection (fexact~} theo-
rieso 
In.. the s~all-deflection case, a method. due to Marbec is 
reco.m.m.ended as the most sim.ple and convenient one for the pre-
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die tion of bending moments and stresses due to dents and ini tial 
out-of-ro undne ss in rings under hydrostati c pressu re. When the 
initial imperfection .in a circular ring is small!l the bending 
moment at any point on the ring can be obtained by multiplying 
the amount of irregularity at that point 9 measured with refer-
ence to a ~node circle' defined lD the text, by the constant 
force (pRo) in the ringo 
A nQ~erical approacb whic~ is a combination of two well-
known procedures~ is developed for the ~exact~ or large-deflec-
tioD analysis of circular rings v~ith 1.nitial imperfections, 
taking into consideration the deflections and the extension of 
the ring axis~ A me:hod of successive approximations is used in 
conjU!1cti811 \~~1i th the !lumerical procedure of integration due to 
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N. M. Newmark (16). Although it requires a considerable amount 
of numerical work, this procedure has the merit of simplicity: 
wide adaptibility and a straightforward arrangement of com-
putions. The results of illustrative examples reveal that for 
that practical problems the effect of the extensibility of the 
ring axis is negligible; also, changes in directioa of the exter-
nel loeds due to the deflection of the ring axis do not mater-
ially affect the final stresseso In the case of a tbjn ring with 
small imperfections they can be disregarded without introducing 
appreciable error. HOWever, due to the small deviation of the 
ring axis from its original shape, the presence of axial forces 
contributes substantially to the stre.sses prcduced in the ring. 
A rapid method of analysis taking into account the effect 
of axial forces is developed e By means of this procedure the 
bending moments or stresses produced in rings with small initial 
irregularities, under hydrostatic pressure, can easily be pre-
dieted. This simplification is obtained by multiplying the ben~ 
ing moments or stresses determined by small-deflection theory, 
by factors proportional to the relative amplitudes of the var-
ious buckling mode shapes present in the original dente The 
shape of a ring with initial out-of-ro~~dness can be expressed 
as a Fourier series e If the imperfection of the ring is small, 
the zero'th term in the Fourier series gives the difference of 
the radi i of the circular ri ng and the nod e circle of Wlsrbec v s 
method. The coefficient of the n:th term in the series repre-
sents the amount of irregularity of the ntth buckling mode shape 
-
measured with reference to the node circle. 
The range of validity of the simplified procedure has 
been verified by the foregoing numerical method. In case the 
maximum amount of initial irregularity of a circular ring 
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ranges from 1/100 to 1/10 of its original radius, results ob-
tained by these two methods check quite well. If the initial 
irregularity becomes large, appreciable error will be involved 
in the result obtained by the simplified method. Vihen the max-
imum amount of initial imperfection reaches two tenths of the 
radius, the maximum bending moment predicted by the rapid method 
of analysis is thirty per cent greater than that calculated by 
the numerical method. However j for most practical problems the 
maximum amount of initial imperfection will mrdly be more than 
one tenth of the radius. Furthermore, if the imperfection is 
very large, residual stresses, which are assumed to be negligibly 
small in the present investigation, might be of prime importance. 
A small initial irregularity greatly reduces the strength 
of a circular ring. In small-deflection theory~ when the maximum 
amount of imperfection is equal to 1/100 of the radius, the 
maximum fiber stress due to bending moment is from four to seven 
times the hoop stress, depending on the ratio of the nominal 
radius to the thic~~ess. The foregoing figures are for values 
of Re/h ranging from 50 to 100. Taking into account the 
deflection of the ring axis, the effect of such an irregularity 
on the strength of a circular ring under uniform external pres-
sure becomes even more pronounced in most practical cases. 
The bending moments and henoe the stresses developed in an 
elliptical ring (using the simplified method) are obtained by 
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multiplying those predicted by small-deflection theory by a 
factor 1/(1 - p/pcr.). The bending moments developed in a ring 
having local dents depends not only on the magnitude of the 
external pressure but also on the geometrical shape of the 
dented portion. For a particular dented shape illustrated in 
Fig. (2.1.2.2), the maximum bending moment was found to be 
about 18% greater than that predicted by small-deflection theory. 
It may also be concluded that if the shape of a ring is similar 
to that of the lower buckling modes the effect of the deflection 
of the ring axis on the stresses will be of primary significance. 
For example, the worst case examined is that of a ring having an 
initial ellipticity under hydrostatic pressure. 
Since the foregoing solution is two-dimensional in 
nature, a question arises as to the limits of its validity when 
applied to localized dents in cylindrical shells. This question 
has been answered (at least partially) by the solution of the 
shell equations for a dent varying in magnitude along the longi-
tudinal axis of the shell. Due to the complexity of the general 
shell equations, some simplifications have been made in order to 
make the problem solvable. The results of analysis indicate 
that when the wave-length of the dent is large compared with the 
initial radius of the cylindrical shell, the solution coincides 
with the two-dimensional case. As the wave-length decreases, 
bending moments decrease and membrane stresses predominate. As 
the wave-length decreases still further and the dent becomes more 
localized in character, bending moments again increase. The 
method of analysis, presented in this dissertation, however, is 
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not accurate in the vicinity of a highly localized dent. 
APPENDIX I 
Nomenclat ure 
The following nomenclature, used in this report, 
conforms as nearly as possible to the conventional symbols of 
applied mechanics. The quantity in parentheses represents the 
dimension units corresponding to the symbol. 
E =: Young's modulus of elasticity ( MT- z L- 1 ). 
A = Area of cross section (L2 ). 
t = Thickness of either a ring or a shell (L). 
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Ro= Radius of a circular ring or a circular cylindrical shell (L). 
x, y = Coordinates of any point on the ring axis with respect to 
the principal axes of the ring ( L, L ). 
Xl, yf==- Coordinates of any point on the ring axis with respect 
to any arbitrary axes XI and Y' (L, L ). 
8, b·~ Coordinates of the center of the node circle with respect 
to the principal axes ( L, L }. 
f)q9 = Coordinates of any point in polar coordinates ( L, Rad. }. 
rC. = Radi us of the node circle ( L ). 
pc =- Distance between any point on the ring axis and the center 
of the node circle L ). 
en) (J f == Component of " for n'th buckling mode shape ( L J. 
R, R':; Radii of curvature of the ring in the unstrained and 
strained states respectively ( L ). 
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2. '1.] 'h. B - Curved length factor, =- (ds/dtp) -= [~ + (df/dcp) ( L ) ... 
I - Moment of inertia of the sec tion of the ring having uni t 
wid th ( L4 ). 
ds, ds' = Curved length of an element in the undeformed and 
deformed states respectively ( L ). 
~ ds Total extension of the ring axis L ). 
__ Deflections of the ring axis in X- and Y- directions 
respectively ( L ). 
I , a, ,d7J - Changes of length of respectively ( L )~ 
p = Uniform external pr essur e j:er uni t 1 ength of the ring of 
the shell ( MT -l. ). 
pcr. ~ Critical pressure of a circular ring subjected to uniform 
external pressure, =:. (n'!. - l)EI/R; ,'Yl= 2)4,--- (MT- 2 ). 
H, V ~ Horizontal and vertical components of force per uni t length 
( MT -2 L ). 
N =:;;- Norm.ql force, per unit length, acting through the centroidal 
axis ( MT - 2 L) .. 
Q,= Shearing force, per uni t length, parallel to the cross 
section ( MT -2 L ) . 
M 
-
Bending moment, per unit length, acting at any point 
( MT -z L 'Z. ) . 
M ll1) = Co.mponen t of M for nfth buckling mode shape ( MT-'2. L2 ) . 
ms =; Static moment, per unit length, due to external loads 
.D.ms - Increment of illS resulting from the deflection of the 
• .! "f'!"m- 2 L2. ring aX1S i., tilJ.. '> ) 0 
0"'1"1) CJN == Unit fiber stresses, per unit length g due to bending 
room.en t and normal force respectively ( MT- Z L -I ) e 
(Ade )" (Ade )1.. = Rota tions 0 f eros s sec tion due to t he exten-
sion of the ring axis and due to bending 
moment respectively ( Rade). 
Ade ::. Total rotation of cross section of an element ( Rad.) 9 
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~e ~ Angle-change from a reference point to any point { Redo )9 
e := Angle between the tangent and X-axis at any point ( Rad. ). 
2~ ~ Angular amplitude of a local dent in a ring ( Rad. ) 0 
$ .:= Relative ampli tude of ini tiel irregularity of e1 ther a ring 
or a shell ( Dimensionless)e 
E Unit deformation of the central line ( Dimensionless ;. 
e =- Elliptic i ty of an ellipse, equal to 1 minu£ the ra tio of 
minor axis to major axis ( Dimensionless )0 
n =; Number of buckling mode shape ( Dimensionless ) .. 
7\ = A constant: = pRofEI (Dimensionless) <> 
V = Poisson ~ s ratio ( Dimensionless ) 0 
F(~J == Magnification factor for n~th buckling mode s~ape, 
~ 1/(1 - pip ) ( Dimer~ionless ;~ 
ere 
a" , b" = Coefficien t in Fourie r Series Dimensionless ) 0 
D= Flexural rigidity of the section, r:e r uni t 1 ength, of 8. . ; 
shell, = ) .. 
K - A con stan t , = (1 - V Z ) /Eh , ) e 
A - Curved length factor in longitudinal direction, ~ 
Dimensionless )0 
F ==- A constant, = 12 (R a /h )2 (Dimensionless ) • 
x, 'f - C ylindri cal co ordinat as ( L, Rad. ). 
ill ==- A constant, =- 1T /L ( L -I ). 
2L ==- Wave-l ength of t he den t ( init ia 1 i mpe rfection ) alon~ 
the longitudinal axis of a shell ( L ). 
X', Y', Z' = Pressure acting on the shell element in the 
directions of coordinate axes X, Y, and Z 
res p e c t i vel y ( MT - ~ ). 
Coefficients of deflection configurations w, v, 
and u of the middle surface of the shell 
{ n; m Q n Q; (\ n 1 Q Q Q \ \ ..., ............ """',1. .... ..., ..... ....,"&'..4...L.. """'....., ...., I. 
Strains, Displacements, Stresses, forces and moments in cylin-
drical coordinates follow the notations used in "Theory of 
Plates and Shells" by S. Timoshenko (20)0 
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